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Fast Track wing
at MCCH helps
patients with
minor injuries

March 24, 2010

Wednesday,

Murray, KY 42671

-TOWER OF POWER-
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By BRUCE SCHREINER
A.ssociated Press Writer
RANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — With the
preliminary rounds behind them,
Kentucky lawmakers prepared
T'uesday for critical negotiations to bridge
gaps between House arid Senate spending
plans that differ sharply cn education
funding and job creation.
Negotiators will spend the coming days
seeking agreement on a state spending
pian — the overriding issue of the General
Assembly session as lawmakers have
struggled with a looming shortfall exceed-ing $1 billion for the next two-year budget
cycle.
"We've basically. advised all our people
to be very flexible, keep everything off tha;
calendar because we plan to work," Senaixi
Majority Floor Leader Robert Stivers, EC:
.
Nlanchester, said in an interview.
..House Speaker Greg Stumbo said hi:
hoped the budget negotiaticms could start
Wednesday.
The Senate passed a plan Monday
evening that eclucied deeper spending cuts

F

See Page 2A

Kentucky wants forest
input for state report

WEATHER

Daily Forecast
By The Associated Press
Wednesday Partly sunny.
Highs In the upper 60s. North
winds 5 to 10 mph
Wednesday night...Partly
cloudy. Lows in the upper 40s.
Thursday.„Mostly ciouoy
with a 50 percent chance of
showers Highs in the lower
60s.
Thursday
nIght...Mostly
cioudy with a 50 percent chance
of showers. Lows in the upper
40s.
Friday. Partly sunny with a
20 percent chance of showers.
Highs in the lower 60s.
Friday night . Mostly clear.
Lows in the lower 40s
sunny
Saturday . ParflY
Highs in the mid 60s
Saturday
night _Partly
cloudy with a 20 percent chance
of showers. Lows in the iovver
50s.
Sunday.. Mostly cloudy with
a 30 percent chance of show.
ers. Highs in the mid 60s

KYSER LOUGH r Ledger & Times
Jerry Burton, right, of Cambellsville Industries, Inc. signals to a crane operator while Tim Milby steadies a new
clock tower being installed at the Murray Calloway Transit Authority Tuesday. The tower, which will double as
a communications tower for radio communications between the MCTA and drivers, was paid for by federal stimulus funds, said Bjame Hansen, MCTA executive director.

By TOPA BERRY
Staff Wnter
Senate Republicans have taken an ax to a
House bodget bill pa.ssed last week in
passing their own proposal for the next
two years. It reportedly leaves most
Calloway County road projects intact
while eliminating funds for several water
ir,frastructure projeets and $2.3 million for
renovating Murray High School.
Fifth District Rep. Melvin Henley (DMurray) said this morning he hopes members of a House-Senate conference coinII See Page 2A

Truck spills fertilizer after
Tuesday afternoon accident
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Stall Writer
A truck hauling fertilizer
tumed on its side Tuesday afternoon on Main Street near
Murray High School after rearending a smaller vehicle and
blocking traffic.
Sgt. Tracy Guge of the Murray
Police Department said at
approximately 3:10 p.m., Ross
Litwiller, 20, of Farmington,
was driving east on Main Street
when he was distracted and didn't see that a vehicle driven by
Travis Brown, 22. was stopped
and waiting to tum left onto 18th
Street. Litwiller then collided
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with Brown's vehicle. which had
one passenger, Chrts Miller, 22,
of Murray. Guge said there was
damage to both vehicles.
Litwiller was driving a truck
that had "Litwiller Farms"
imprinted on the side door and
was loaded with fertilizer, which
spilled onto the grass at the head
of the embankment on the side
of the road, shc said.
The investigating officer was
MPD Officer Cluis Greenfield.
He was assisted by the Murray
Fire Department, the Murray
Street Department and the
HAWKINS TEAGUELedger & Times
Murray-Calloway
County Several bystanders look at the damage to a farm truck Tuesday afternoon after it turned
on its side on Main Street.
Hospital ambulance service.
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FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
The state is seeking public
input on the Division ot
Forestry's
comprehensive
report on the status ot
Kentucky's forest lands.
The final version of the
Statewide Assessment of Forest
Resources will be published in
June.
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Ky. House,
Senate to
negotiate
budget

Special to the Ledger
atients will be spending
less time waiting in the
Emergency Room at
Murray-Calloway
Count)
Hospital. thanks to the completion of a newly expanded and
renovated
Emergency
Department. It includes Fast
Track, which is now open to
patients within the new ER.
This new Fast Track wing features three treatment rooms for
patients with minor injunes like
lacerations, sprains, ear infections, colds and other non-lifethreatening conditions. according to Melony Bray, MCCH
director of Planning and
Marketing.
The ER also offers a new 11bed state-of-the-art unit for
incoming ER patients. As emergency patients are registered,
they can rest comfortably and
be treated in these modem and
spacious private rooms. The
new Emergency Department
also features a new trauma/itray room, allowing critical
patients to have immediate
access for necessary imaging,
she said.
"Our goal is to continue
improve the quality of care
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital has to offer. With the
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Saturday night incident
details are thin: officials

II Negotiate ...
From Front

Staff Report
Dctails are thin about all
incident that occurred on 12th
Street Saturday night.
Sgt. Tracy Guge of the
Murray Police Department said
she could confirm that
Kentucky State Police was
called to investigate an incident
on 12th Street at around 11:30
p.m. Saturday.
However. KSP would not
release information because of
a long-standing policy regarding the nature of the incident, it
was reported.

than the House approach. The Senate version
makes cuts to the main state funding formula for
elementary and secondary schools. The House
proposal spared the funding formula, known as
SEEK.
Senate leaders countered that their version gives
local school district officials more flexibility to
dip into capital outlay funds to help offset the
decrease in SEEK funding.
The Senate also deleted an arnbitious House
plan to build new schools and water and sewer
projects that Stumbo sees as a stimulus for job
creation.
Stumbo, D-Prestonsburg, told reporters Tnesday
that House Democrats intend to "hold our ground"
on their massive construction proposal.
"We think it's time that governnient step in and
create some jobs and try to get our economy
jump-started," Stumbo said.
Kentucky's unemployment rate in January was
10.7 percent, compared with 9.1 percent in the
same month a year ago and 5.6 percent two years
ago.
Senate Appropriations and Revenue Committee
Chairman Bob Leeper said the Senate sought to
stimulate private-sector job creation by shielding
businesses from two tax-code changes proposed
by the House. Those tax changes, opposed by
business interests, would raise about $270 million
in two years by temporarily suspending a tax
write-off artd accelerating sales tax collections.
"We're not going to increase their taxes, we're
not going to increase the burden on them during
this biennium, so they can put people back to
work," said Leeper, a Paducah Independent.
House Appropriations and Revenue Committee

II Forest ...
From Front
A statement from the
Division of Forestry says the
final report will identify threats
to forests and serve as a basis for
planning and funding future
projects.
A draft of the report can be
viewed
online
at
www.forestry.ky.gov, and written comments from the public
will be accepted through
Monday.

________+ _
CITIZENSHIP
QUOTATIONS
i . Whatever makes
men
good
Christians, makes
them good citizens.
— Daniel Webster

Photo provrded
Pictured above are employees of the Emergency Depart
ment
on opening day at its new location in the South Tower.

MCCH Fast Track...

Chairman Rick Rand, D-Bedford, said the private
sector is sputtenng in creaung jobs.
"And looking out on the horizon it doesn't
appear that's going to change in the near future,"
he said. "And our people need work now, we need
economic activity now."
House Democratic leaders estimate that the nut
ry of bonded construction projects to build
schools and water and sewer lines, backed by state
financing, would create some 25,000 jobs.
Stumbo downplayed the state's debt service on
the House-proposed bonded projects, saying a
would amount to $7.43 for every $100 in revenue
"What family would not trade that type of a scenario?" Stumbo asked."So it's not a great amount
of our budget that we're spending on debt."
Asked if the Senate could be receptive to the
House's arguments about the projects, Senate
President David Williams replied, "They'd have
to tell us where they're going to get the money.—
Williams, R-Burkesville. said House leader,
would have to show "a way to cash-pay those
things without raising taxes or without cuttiru:
other programs."
Looking ahead to the budget negotiations.
Laieper said the conferees will need to "take :1
deep breath kmd discuss our different philosophies" to help heal a recession-battered econom.
"The place we're together is we recognize the
need for jobs," he said.
The Senate also voted to preserve two instructional days for kindergarten through high school
that the House proposed eliminating to save $72
million in the biennium.
Leeper called it a "sound strategy" to help
Kentucky "make a good run" in competing for
$4.35 billion in federal education grants.
Kentucky was listed recently among 16 finalists in
the first round of the U.S. Department of
Education's "Race to the Top" competition.

From Front
the time required to transfer
in Calloway County is supported for movement of utilities Also
.
patients. Currently helicopter
from the population to our south, planned is $2.1 million
opening of our new Emergency
for
transports must travel to
all of which use U.S. 641 to movement of utilities in
the
Department. we can accomplish Murray
's State Stewart Stadium From Front
reach our retail establishments." four-laning of U.S. 641 south
of
this," explained Lisa Ray, vice parking
area, requiring multiple
Henley said no one can say for Murray in fiscal 201
and an
president of Nursing at MCCH. transpo
nuttee
agree
to
include all proj- sure what will be included in the additional $7.8
rts to take patients to and
million for conIn addition, the hospital's first from the
emergency. depart- ects approved in the House bill final budget bill that Beshear struction in fiscal 2012.
official helicopter landing took ment, Bray
in a final draft that will be sent will sign.
said.
In addition, $2.8 million has
place on Saturday, Bray reportFor more information about to Gov. Steve Beshear for his
"No legislative member is sure been suggested for utility
moveed.
the Murray-Calloway County signature.
what will happen." Henley said. ment in anticipation
of construcThe new landing pad will pro- Hospital. contact
"I worked extremely hard this "It will be days before anyone
the MCCH
tion of the City of Murray
vide patients and caregivers an Marketing Depart
ment at (270) session to get funding for rural but conference committee mem- Business Loop, which.will conimproved transport route, 762-1381 or visit www.mu
water
projects, such as those bers have any inkling about nect
rraythe east end of Glendale
increasing safety and decreasing hospital.org.
funded in the House budget for what the final product will conRoad to Industrial Road. The
Hazel, Lynn Grove, Almo, tain."
connection will allow for direct
Dexter and Murray water sysHenley said the Senate version access to industrial
areas by
tems, as well as the Hazel has cut all water and sewer projlarge trucks. Another $3.5 milWastewater System," Henley ect monies as well as the money
lion is set aside for construction
said. "I am sorry that the Senate allocated for the renovation
of of the loop. The total for the
did not approve these projects, Murray High School.
allocation is $24,130,000.
but hope for some relief when
Hazel, Lynn Grove, Almo,
Also, S197 million has been
the conference committee Dexter and Murray were in line
proposed for completion of fourmeets."
to collect $1.74 million through laning U.S. 68-Ky.
80 in Trigg
With approval of both House the House budget bill earmarked
County and the Land Between
and Senate budgets behind for water and wastewater
proj- the Lakes and construction of
them, lawmakers are now meet- ects as part of a $17.5
billion new bridges over the Tennessee
ing to bridge gaps between the proposed
House
budget. and Cumberland rivers for fiscal
two proposals; plans that differ Renovations to the Lynn
Grove 2010 -2012. Other minor Trigg
sharply on education fur.ding water system coupled with
the County projects are included in
and job creation, according to an $1 million funding for
a new the total.
Associated Press report this water storage tower was includFirst District Sen. Ken
morning.
Negotiators
are ed. Also included was funding Winters, R-Murr
ay, could not be
expected to spend the coming for a Brinn Road water
line contacted for comment this
days struggling to overcome a interconnect for the
Almo- morning; however the Senate
financial shortfall exceeding $1 Dexter water system to
alleviate Education Committee, of which
billion.
problems occurring in the area. tie is chairman, has
approved a
Among several road projects Funding for the Clark's
River lift bill that would raise the miniapproved in the House bill that station would have
ensured mum dropout age from 16 to 18,
affect Calloway County, only more reliable service
and less but not before malting an
the expansion Ky. 121 from U.S. maintenance expense
for the amendment that would delay
641 to Old Coldwater Road to Murray Wastewater
System.
implementation of the change,
five lanes to relieve congestion
Roadway construction funds according to an AP
report.
was removed by the Senate. included in both the
House and
'The original measure that
Funding to expand U.S. 641 Senate bills include
more than cleared the House would have
from Murray to Hazel and other $24 million in projects
as well as implemented the change in
projects were left intact.
an additional S197 million allo- 2013. The
Senate change
"The Barkley Lake Bridge cated for constru
ction of new Tuesday would raise Kentucky's
project money in the Trigg bridges and roadwa
y in Trigg minimum dropout age from 16
County portion of the budget County and Land
Between the to 17 effective July 1, 2015. A
also remains intact," Henley Lakes. In Callow
ay, the projects year later, the minimum dropout
said. "Both of these projects are include $120,0
00 for replace- age would go to 18. Nearly
essential to the future of ment of a bridge
on Ky. 893 in 6,500
Kentucky
students
Calloway County as they both 2012 and an
additional $200,000 dropped out of high school last
represent major trade routes for to replace a bridge
on county year. according to the report.
both industry and business. road 1464.
About $7.4 million Winters said in the report
that
Goods
manufactured
in has been allotted for five-laning delayin
g the effective date gives
Calloway County now have to Ky. 121 from
U.S. 641 to 16th students and parents more time
detour north to reach interstate Street in 2010-1
1. An additional to adjust to the higher dropou
t
routes. Much of the retail trade $2.1 million
has been provided age.
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Town Crier
NOTICE
• The Murray Public Works
Committee
will
meet
Thursday at 5:30 p.m. in City
Hall's council chambers.
There will be a presentation
from GRW regarding wastewater plant expansion and
the committee will also
review bids for a backhoe for
the gas system, budgeted at
$80,000.
There will also be a joint
meeting
for
the:
Finance/Personnel
anct
Public Works committees at.
6:20 p.m. to discuss a budg-.
et amendment regarding the.
capital project for the Murray
State University detentionbasin and box culvert tunnel
entanglement.
• The Murray City Council
will meet at 6:30 p.m.
Thursday in City Hall. Main
Street Director Deana Wright
will give a report and the
Murray High School girls.
basketball team will be recognized.
• To report a Town Crier
item call 753-1916.
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Health overhaul: Immediate change, long term

-- Creates a voluntary long-tenn care ang Medicar
e payments.
Associated Press Writer
insurance program to provide a m(xlest
2013
WASHINGTON (AP) — When cash benefit helping
disabled people
— Standardizes insurance company
President Lyndon Johnson signed the stay in their
homes, or cover nursing paperwork, first
in a series of steps to
Medicare law in 1965, seniors got their home costs.
Benefits can begin five reduce administrative
costs.
health insurance cards less than a year years
after people start paying a fee for
— Limits medical expense contribulater.
the coverage.
tions to tax-sheltered flexible spending
When President Barack Obama final— Provides Medicare recipients in accounts (FSAs
) to $2,500 a year,
ly gets to hold a signing ceremony for
the prescription coverage gap with a 50 indexed for
inflation. Raises threshold
his health care overhaul. the major
percent discount on brand name drugs; for claiming
itemized tax deduction for
expansion of coverage for uninsured begins phasing
in additional drug dis- medical expenses from
7.5 percent of
workers and their families won't come counts
to close the gap by 2020.
income to 10 percent. People over 65
until 2014 — after the next presidential
— Provides I() percent Medicare can still deduct
medical expenses above
election.
bonus to pnmary care doctors and gen- 7.5 percent of
income through 2016.
Parts of the plan won't be fully eral surgeon
s practicing in underserved
— Increases Medicare payroll tax on
phased in for a decade, but ultimately areas, such
as inner cities and rural couples malting more
than $250,000
94 percent of eligible Americans would communities;
improves preventive cov- and individuals making
more than
have coverage.
erage.
$200,000. The tax rate on wages above
Here's a timeline of some changes:
— Freezes payments to Medicare those thresholds
would rise to 2.35 perTHIS YEAR
Advantage plans, the first step in reduc- cent from the
current 1.45 percent. Also
— Sets up a high-risk health insur- ing paymen
ts to the pnvate insurers adds a new tax of 3.8
percent on
ance pool to provide affordable cover- who serve
about one-fourth of seniors. income from investments.
age for uninsured people with medical The reductions
would be phased in over
— Imposes a 2.3 percent sales tax on
problems.
three to seven years.
medical
devices. Eyeglasses, contact
— Starting six months after enact— Boosts funding for conununity lenses, hearing
aids and nriany everyday
ment, requires all health insurance health centers,
which provide basic care items bought at the drug
store are
plans to maintain dependent coverage for many low-in
come and uninsured exempt.
for children until they turn 26; prohibits people.
2014
insurers from denying coverage to chil— Requires employers to report the
— Prohibits insurers from denying
dren because of pre-existing health value of
health care benefits on coverage to people with nu...Zeal
probproblems.
employees' W-2 tax statements.
lems, or refusing to renew their policy.
— Bars insurance companies from
-- Imposes $2.3 billion annual fee on Health plans
cannot limit coverage
putting lifetime dollar limits on cover- drugmakers.
increasing over time.
based on pre-existing conditions, or
age, and canceling policies except for
2012
charge higher rates to those in poor
fraud.
— Sets up program to create nonprof- health. Premiu
ms cart only vary by age
— Provides tax credits to help small it insurance
co-ops that would compete (no more than 3-to-1),
place of resibusinesses with up to 25 employees get with commer
cial insurers.
dence, family size and tobacco use.
and keep coverage for their employees.
— Initiates Medicare payment
— Coverage expansion goes into
— Begins narrowing the Medicare reforms by encoura
ging hospitals and high gear as states create new health
prescription coverage gap by providing doctors
to band together in quality- insurance exchanges —
supermarkets
a $250 rebate to seniors in the gap, driven "accoun
table care organiza- for individuals and small busines
ses to
which starts this year once they have tions" along
the lines of the Mayo buy coverage. People who already
have
spent $2,830. It would be fully closed Clinic. Sets
up a pilot program to test employer coverage won't
see any
by 2020.
more efficient ways of paying hospi- changes.
— Reduces projected Medicare pay- tals, doctors.
nursing homes and other
— Provides income-based tax credits
ments to hospitals, home health agen- providers who
care for Medicare for most consumers in the exchang
es,
cies, nursing homes, hospices arid other patients from admissi
on through dis- substantially reducing costs for many.
providers.
charge. Successful experiments would Sliding scale
credits phase out com— Imposes 10 percent sales tax on he widely adopted
.
pletely for households above four times
indoor tanning.
— Penalizes hospitals with high rates the federal poverty
level. about $88.000
2011
of preventable readmissions by reduc- for a family
of four.
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By RICARDO ALONSO-ZALIVAR

Son of late Ky. governor
arrested on felony charge
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) -One of the sons of the late
Kentucky
Gov.
Wallace
Wilkinson is in jail in
Lexington on a felony charge
of receiving stolen property
over a rental car.
The Lexington Herald Leader reports that 39-year-old
Wallace G. Wilkinson Jr. pleaded not guilty to the charge ano
is scheduled back in court on
Friday. He's being held on
$5.000 bond.
Police say Wilkinson had
possession of a 2010 GMC
Acadia that National Rental
Car in Cincinnati had reported
stolen. In court documents,
police said that Willcinson told
them the vehicle was 10 days'
late being returned and that he
understood why the rental company would report it stolen.

FRANKFORT. Ky.(AP)-A bill that has passed the
Kentucky Senate would have
pretrial officers ask people
arrested whether they served in
combat.
The measure's goal is to
connect combat veterans with
services to help deal with problems stemtning from post-traumatic stress disorder.
The bill cleared the Senate
on a 35-0 vote Tuesday. The
measure now returns to the
House, which will decide
whether to accept a change
made by the Senate.
Under the bill, as part of a
pretrial release investigation, a
pretrial officer would ask
someone arrested if they had
been in combat. If the suspect
is a combat veteran. that person
would be given contact information for assistance programs.
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Sources: House Energy and
Commerce Committee; Kaiser Family
Foundation.

Principal selection bill passes state Senate
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The
Kentucky Senate has passed legislation that would give school superintendents a stronger role in choosing
pnncipals.
The bill would let superintendents
narrow the number of candidates for a
principal's job to three finalists.
School-based decision-making councils would have three weeks to
choose from that list. If the council

couldn't agree on a choice. the superintendent would select the principal. .
Senators on Tuesday attached the
proposal to a House-passed measure
that would designate the last .
Wednesday in August as Kentucky
Literacy Day in public schools.
The amended measure passed on a
19-14 vote. It now returns to the
House. which will decide whether to
accept the Senate changes.

Bill seeks to track contracts, work force
FRANKFORT. Ky. AP) --- I he
Kentucky Senate has given final
approval for a bill aimed at tracking
state contracts and the size of the
state work force.
The measure would require quarterly reports from state agencies on
the number of classified, unclassified
and other workers, including contract
employees.
Supporters of the bill, including

House Minority' Lcatler Jett Hoover,
have said the measure would help
shed light on contracts and the state
work force.
The measure previously passed
the House. It cleared the Senate on
Tuesday and now goes to Gov. Steve
Beshear.
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2018
— Imposes a tax on employer-sponsored health insurance worth more than
$10,200 for individual coverage,
$27,5(10 for a farnily plan. The tax is 40
percent of the value of the plan above
the threshold.s. indexed for inflation.
2020
— Doughnut hole coverage gap in
Medicare prescription benefit is phased
out. Seniors continue to pay the standard 25 percent of their drug costs until
they reach the threshold for Medicare
catastrophic coverage, when their
copayments drop to 5 percent.
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Bill meant to help
veterans passes Senate

— Medicaid expanded to cover lowincome people up to 133 percent of the
federal poverty line. about $29.300 for
a family of four. Low-income childless
adults covered for the first time.
— Requires citizens and legal residents to have health insurance, except
in cases of financial hardship. or pay a
fine to the IRS. Penalty starts at $95 per
person in 2014, rising to $695 in 2016.
Family penalty capped at $2,250.
Penalties indexed for inflation after
2016.
— Penalizes employers with more
than 50 workers if any of their workers
get coverage through the exchange and
receive a tax credit. The penalty is
$2.0(X) times the total number of workers employed at the company.
However. employers get to deduct the
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Senate health bill 'fixes' hotly debated

WASHINGTON(AP,-The
No. 2 Senate Democrat accused
Republicans this morning of
refusing to accept the finality of
health care changes, a day after
President Barack Obama signed
the most sweeping medical system n:make since Medicare.
"This is a political exercise
for too many on the other side of
the aisle," said Sen. Dick
Durbin. "We're going to tell our
people back home, •It's time to
govern. It's time to lead.'"
Durbin appeared Wednesday
on a nationally broadcast interview
show
with
South
Carolina's lim DeMint, who had
said earlier this year he believed
the health care overhaul would
tum out to Obama's "Waterloo."
The pair swapped barbs on
NBC's "Today" show as the
Senate entered a second day of
debate on a package of fixes to
the new health law. These legislative
adjustments
were
demanded by House Democrats
as their price for passing the
mainmoth overhaul legislation
that will extend coverage to 32
million uninsured Americans
over the next decade.
"They're
hoping
that
Americans don't notic,e this is

another power grab,- DeMint
said of Democrats. "So we're
going to bring these issues up."
He accused Democrats of breaking "a lot of protocols" in the
Senate and said he couldn't
imagine Republicans working
very hard to cooperate with
Obama and Democrats on other
issues.
As he put his signature on the
bill at a celebrative White House
ceremony, Obama declared "a
new season in America" and
hailed an accomplishment that
had been denied to a line of
presidents stretching back more
than half a century.
The fix-it bill under consideration in the Senate eliminates a
special Medicaid deal for
Nebraska from the new law,
softens a tax on insurance plans
that was repugnant to organized
labor, sweetens the pot with
more expansive subsidies for
lower-income people and offers
naore generous prescription drug
coverage to seniors, among
other changes.
Its approval at the end of this
week is virtually assured, since
it's being debated under fasttrack budget rules that allow
passage with a simple majority

instead of the
60 votes usually required for
action in the
100 -seat
Senate.
Democrats
control
59
Senate seats.
If there are
only
minor
°barna
changes
the
House would be almost certain
to pass the bill again with little
trouble, but if Republicans succeed in knocking out a significant provision or attaching a
substantive amendment there
could be difficulties in the
House, where the legislation
passed very narrowly Sunday
night. Democratic leaders in the
House and Senate say they have
scrubbed the fix-it bill thoroughly to ensure that will not happen.
Republicans are introducing
an array of politically sticky
amendments such as Coburn's
and another that would stipulate
that Obama himself must get
health coverage through a new
purchasing exchange to be
established under the health law.
The GOP also is planning to
raise points of order under rules

obituaries

requiring that provisions ot the
fix-it bill must have a budgettuy
impact. If Republicans argue
that something doesn't and the
Senate parliamentanan rules in
their favor, the provision in
question probably would be
knocked out.
For Republicans, making it
more difficult for Democrats to
pass the fix-it bill is about the
end of the road for congressional roadblocks against Obarna's
yearlong overhaul drive. But
opponents
already
have
launched a campaign from the
outside, with 13 state attomeys
general suing Tuesday to overturn the legislation on grounds it
is unconstitutional.
And Senate Minonty Leader
Mitch
McConnell, R-Ky.,
served notice Tuesday of the
GOP's continued campaign
against the legislation going into
the fall election season. "llie
slogan will be 'repeal and
replace,"repeal arid replace,"'
McConnell said.
Obama planned to sign an
executive order Wednesday
affirming existing law against
federal funding of abortions,
except in cases of rape, incest or
danger to the woman's life.

U.S., Russia near a deal on nuclear arms

PRAGUE (AP) - Prague
announced Wednesday it will
host the signing of a new U.S.Russian treaty to reduce longrange nuclear weapons - the
clearest
sign
yet
that
Washington and Moscow are
close to completing a deal to
replace the 1991 Strategic Arms
Reduction Treaty.
For President Barack Obama,
a ceremony in Prague would be
a symbolic return to the city
where he outlined his nuclear
agenda in April and declared his
commitment to "a world without
nuclear weapons" in a sweeping
speech before tens of thousands.
Czech Foreign Ministry
spokesman Filip Kanda said
negotiations on the treaty have
not been completed yet but

Prague agreed to host the signing by Obama and Russian
President Dmitry Medvedev
when a deal was reached. The
START treaty had expired in
December.
"As an ally, we have consulted with the U.S. side on an
option for us to complete the
signing when a deal is done,"
Kanda said. "We've agreed," he
said.
In Washington, a senior
()barna administration official
said the White House has talked
to both the Czech and Russian
governments about a signing in
Prague. The official, spe-aking
on condition of anonymity
because of the sensitive negotiations, said a deal is still being
finalized. "Prague is where the

president delivered a speech
outlining his arms control and
nonproliferation vision last
spring and where we always
wanted to do a signing," the
U.S. official said.
The negotiations are still
under way in Geneva. The treaty
is likely to limit the number of
deployed strategic warheads by
the United States and Russia.
Any agreement would need
to be ratified by the legislatures
of both countries and would still
leave each with a large number
of nuclear weapons, both
deployed and stockpiled.
Both Secretary of State
Rodham Clinton and
Russian
Foreign
Minister
Sergey Lavrov said last week
that a deal was near - but not

done. The expired START
treaty, signed by Soviet
President Mikhail Gorbachev
and President George H.W.
Bush, required each country to
cut its nuclear warheads by at
least one-fourth, to about 6,000,
and to implement procedures for
verifying that each side was
sticking to the agreement.
The two sides pledged to
continue to respect the expired
treaty's limits on nuclear arms
and allow inspectors to continue
vertfying that both sides were
living up to the deal.
Obama
and
Medvedev
agreed in July to cut the number
of nuclear warheads each possesses to between 1,500 and
1,675 within seven years as part
of a broad new treaty.

lames L (Shorty) Dixon
lb, funeral for James E. (Shorty) Dixon will be Thursday at 1
p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
11M Rev. Elijah Balentine will officiate. Burial will follow in the McDaniel Cemetery. Visitation will be at
funwa
(
tw
heedne
eray1). home from 5 to 9 p.m. today
Mr. Dixon, 80. Ky. Hwy.94 W'est, Murray, died Monday. March
22, 2010, at 5:40 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. An
Army veteran, he worked as an auto detailer for 41 years and was a
member of Dexter Pentecostal Church.
Preceding him in death were his first wife, Helen Louise Rye
Dixon, parents, Henry and Ethel Duncan Dixon. stepmother, Lena
Mae Vines Dixon, one sister, Mary Alice Dixon; two brothers, Willie
and Tommy Dixon, and three infant sons. He was born Nov. 5, 1929, :
in Calloway County.
Survivors include his wife, Beatrice Barton Dixon; one daughter,
Diana Spitler and husband, Russ. Dexter; two sisters, Ruth Nelson
.
and husband, Don. Murray, and Dorthy Collins, North Carolina;
four grandchildren, Susan Lassiter and husband. Randy, Hazel,
James Duncan, New Concord, Shane Spitler and wife, Kristan, and
Samantha Martin and husband, Ryan, all of Denham Springs,
La.:
seven great-grandchildren; several nieces and nephews.

Mrs. Laurell (Polly) Benedict

JLNCT1ON CITY, Ky. -- Mrs. Laurel! (Polly) Benedict, 93,
Junction City, died Sunday, March 21, 2010, at Danville Centre
for
Health and Rehabilitation. She retired after 39 years as a supervisor
from Palm Beach and was a member of Junction City First Baptist
Church.
Preceding her in death were her husband, Walter Hillard
Benedict, one son, Jerry Max Benedict, and one great-granddau
ghter, Sarah Elizabeth Benedict. Bom Feb. I 1, 1917 in Callow
ay
County, she was the daughter of the late George Elmer and
Mary
Ellen Barnett Shelton.
Survivors include one son, Tommy J. Benedict and wife,
Lee,
Junction City; daughter-in-law, Wanda Benedict, Debary, Fla.;
four
grandchildren, Walter S. Benedict and wife, April, Jerry
Max
Benedict II, Colby J. Benedict and wife. Pat, and Tina Benedic
t
Beashara and husband. Edward; four great-granddaughters,
Emily•
Anne Benedict, Hope Thompson, Alexis Beashara and Natashy
a
Rios; four great grandsons, Kaelan, Walter Levi and Daniel Benedic
t
and Trevor Thompson.
An Appreciation of Life service will be Friday at 1 p.m.
at
Preston-Pruitt Funeral Home, with Bro. Ernest Martin officiat
ing.
Pallbearers will be Walter, Colby, Kaelan, Walter I,evi, Daniel
and
Emily Benedict, active; Trevor and Hope Thompson,
Alexis
Beashara and Natashya Rios, honorary. Burial will follow
in the
Danville Memorial Gardens. Visitation will be at the funeral
home
from 6 to 9 p.m. Thursday at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy are suggested for Shriner's Childre
n's
Hospital. Online condolences may be made at www.pr
estonpruitt.com.

Robert Miller Sr.

LAS VEGAS, Nev. - A memorial service for
Robert Miller Sr. was held Saturday, March 6, at 10
a.m. at Shadow Hills Baptist Church, Las Vegas.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the
Down Syndrome Association of Southern Nevada.
Mr. Miller Sr., 73, died Tuesday, March 2, 2010.
He was born Dec. 9, 1936, in Paducah, Ky., and
was a 17-year resident of Nevada.
He was a retired teacher/administrator and
served in the United States Navy. He was a memincluded a stone with a dinosaur
ber of Gideons, a deacon at Shadow Hills Baptist .
Miller
footprint in its center, he noted.
Church, a member of National Poets Society,
The ruessi part of the name is
Nevada Retired Teachers Association, a Kentucky
in honor of poet and naturalist
Colonel, Who's Who of American Educators, Who's
Everett Ruess who disappeared
Who of American Administrators and the National
AIA,A•srAAAAAAA
in southern Utah in 1934.
ansam/11.=
.
Rifle Association.
Understanding
how
Mr. Miller Sr. was an alumnus of Murray State
dinosaurs lived in the past, how Univers
ity. Murray, Ky., and Western Michigan University,
their environments changed and Kalama
zoo, Mich., and a joint owner of Miller's Educational
affected them, is important for Consult
ing Agency. Preceding him in death was one sister, Margare
t.•
understanding our changing
Randall.
world today, Loewen said.
Survivors include ttis wife, Ila Rone Miller; three sons,
Robert
Charles Miller Jr. and wife, Barbara J.. Prescott, Ariz.,
Paris K.
Miller and wife, Deborah Ann. Grenada. Miss., and Todd
Y. Miller,
Apple Valley, Minn.; one brother, John Wilson Miller
Jr. Westland.
Mich.; eight grandchildren; two great-grandchildren; parentsin-law,
Dr. and Mrs. Wendell H. Rone Sr., and Edith Bennett,
Owensboro.
WASHINGTON (AP) President Barack Obama plans
to sign an executive order today
reaffirming
long-standing
restrictions oil federal funding
of the procedure. The order is
part of an agreement with
Democratic abortion opponents
WASHINGTON (AP) It
would
allow
the
in the House that brought them Greasy pizzas and high-calorie
Agriculture Department to creover to Obama's side and desserts may be less frequent
ate uniform standards for all
pushed the health care bill over lunchtime treats for schoolchildfoods in schools, including
the top.
ren under a popular bill that the vending machin
e items. That
Obama has invited members Senate Agnculture Conunittee is could
mean less junk food to
of the Democrats' anti-abortion expected to approve Wednesday.
ternpt the kids.
bloc, including its leader, Rep.
The wide-ranging nutrition
'The legislation also would
Bart Stupak of Michigan, to the legislation has support from
expand the number of lowprivate afternoon signing at the health advocates and many food
income children eligible for free
White House.
companies.
or reduced-cost meals.

New dinosaur species found in Utah desert

WASHINGTON (AP)- A
nsw species of dinosaur has
eitierged from the rocks of
southern Utah.
Buned by a collapsing sang
dune, the new dino was probably a plant eater and a relative
of the giant animals later known
as sauropods, researchers report

in Tuesday's edition of the journal PLoS One.
Named Seitaad ruessi, the
species was 10-to- 15 feet long
and 3-to-4 feet high. It's bones
were found protruding from
sandstone at the base of a cliff,
directly below an ancient
Anasazi cliff dwelling.
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The name Seitaad comes
from the word "Seit'aad," which
was a sand monster that buried
its victims in dunes in Navajo
legend, according to the
researchers. The newly named
skeleton had been swallowed by
a sand dune.
Visible dinosaur remains may
have given rise to the ancient
Indian monster legend
"That's a lot of speculation,
but anything's possible." said
Mark Loewen, a paleontologist
at the Utah Museum of Natural
History and instructor in the
Department of Geology and
Geophysics at the University of
Utah.
One of the Anasazi dwellings
I
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'Books and a Beat!' scheduled
at Calloway County Public Library bedoling

1111•1111fit io.114441.1tento rray 1 ed ger.corn

AMVETS Auxiliary
plans activities

-Books and Beat!", a fret event, will be
Saturday from 1:30 p,m. to 2:30 p.m. at the
Calloway Counts. Public Library. 'This is a
musical story time and in.strument petting zoo
with Laynie Mitchell and Nlurray State
University music students.
This free es ent is heing sponsored by
N1SU's College of Humanities and Fine Arts
and the office of Regional Stewardship and
Outreach.

Special to the Lodger
AMVETS, AM VETS Auxiliary. .
BUCHANAN, Tenn, - First and Sons of AMVETS officers •
Vice President Nancy Byford and
members from
the •
conducted the regular monthly Department of Tennessee.
meeting of AMVETS Auxiliary
Nominations for 2010-2011:'
#45 Sunday, March 7, at 2 p.m. auxiliary officers will
begin in
lo's
at the lodge hall. Opening cere- May. Secretary Wincie
Wright
Kids'
Day planned Saturday
monies were conducted by distributed information
Datebook
on the,
Kids' Day will be Saturday from II a.m. to 3
Chaplain Katha Caldwell while responsibilities and duties
By Jo Burkeen
of..
p.m. at New Life Christian Bookstore. comer of
Brenda Leach presented the col- each elected and appoint
Community
ed
5th
and
Main
Streets,
Murray. This is for chilEditor
ors and led the group in the office. Members are encourdren, 12 arid under. Included will be games,
Pledge of Allegiance.
aged to consider a position on
activities and fun.
Community Service Chairman next year's Board.
Celinda Keech presented plans
Advisory Council will meet
AMVETS Ladies Auxiliary is
for a Sock Hop fundraiser an organization for the mothers
Murray High School's The Den Youth Service Center Advisory
.
Council will meet Friday at 11 a.m. at the school. For more
scheduled for Saturday, March wives, widows, grandmothers.
infortnalion call Janeann
13. Proceeds from this event sisters, daughters, and grandrter, coordinator.
will go thc PAWS With A daughters of AMVETS
memKenlake Foods plans rebate night
Cause@ Foundation. PAWS is bers or deceased veterans.
Kenlake Foods Relay for Life Team will have a rebate night
an AMVETS Auxiliary National
at
Those interested in learning
August Moon on Thursday. Anyone interested will be able
prognon that. through donations more about
to pick up
local membership,
rebate certificates at the restaurant the night of the event
from auxiliaries across the should
and at the
contact Membership
check outs at the Kroger Store.
United States, helps to sponsor Chairm
an Nancy Byford or
trained dogs for hearing Preside
nt Kristie Frye at- Shrine Bingo planned Friday
impaired and mobility impaired AMVET
S Ladies Auxiliary:
Mumty Shrine Club Bingo will be Friday at 6:30 p.m.
handicapped people. March is #45,
at the club
14365 Hwy 79 N..
building on Ky. 121 North, Murray. The public is invited.
designated as PAWS month and Buchana
n, TN.
local auxiliaries are asked to
Reformers' Unanimous to meet
Duff and Hendricks
plan one function that benefits
Reformers' Unanimous, a faith-based addictions program
Mary Cristen Duff and Bradley Bnan Hendricks
, will
were mar- this program each year.
meet every Fnday from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist
ried
Saturda
y,
September 26. 2009 at Grace Episcopal Church,
FUN & FASHION
Church.
Scholarship Chairman Shirley
The public is invited. Child care is provided. For more informa
tion Yorktown, Va. Rev. Carlton Bakkum, rector, officiated at the
Collins
or fot a ride cal! the church office at 753-1834.
reported
on applicants
ceremony. Elsa Bakkum was organist.
for local scholarships. The
The bride is the daughter of Charles and Holly Duff
of
Valentine Dinner fundraiser was
Virginia Beach, Va., and the late Glenna Jo Duff.
Red Cross Blood Drive Thursday
The groom is the son of Clayton and Lisa Hendric
successful with proceeds going
The Calloway County Chapter of the Amencan Red
Cross will
ks of
Murray, Ky.
have a blood drive on Thursday from II a.m. to 4 p.m.
into the scholarship fund. The
at St. John's
Kristin Shealy of Yorktown. Va.. was maid of honor.
Episcopal Church, 1621 W. Main St., Murray, according
Auxiliary awards $300 scholarto Larry
Flower girl was Amaya Hendricks of Murray, niece
Doyle. blood drives chairman. To be eligible to give blood,
of the ships to students attending coldonors
groom.
must be healthy, at least 17 years old, (there is no upper
lege, technical school, or adult
age limit),
Chris Alexander of Martin, Tenn., was best man.
weigh at least 110 pounds, not have given blood in the
career start classes. Preference
last 56 days
Ushers were Lee Duff of Yorktown, brother of the
and show acceptable identification such as drivers license
lam Total has mnsed
bride, is given to members and relaor Red
sell as more French
and Chris Hendricks of Murray, brother of the groom.
Cross blood donor card. A health review will be conduct
Dream! Kam ad
Sca You Daugthef•
ed by the
tives of AMVETS, Auxiliary,
Ring hearer was Logan Shealy, son of the maid of
leas L1ZN, ALSO 31Thed khaki We hint' a rats of
staff to determine eligibility to give blood. If diabetes or high
honor.
blood
and Sons. Collins hopes to be
Sot hour Dauebter • leas for 2:,'S off
Readers were Anne Chappell of Ashbum. Va.. aunt
pressure is under control residents are eligible to donate.
of the able to award three scholars
Farr o almost here aod
tune SOOX 'Awash
hips
bnde. and Earnest Hendricks of Murray. grandfather
dresses Mat hane 1.1 CrI,N and mil be pertect tor
of the this year. Contact
her at die Post
groom.
American Legion Post will meet
Easter
Home for more information.
Sorrow nal to me the other dan that I .C.IT
A reception followed at the Kiln Creek Golf Resort.
American Legion Post #73 will meet Thursday. at 7 p.m.
at the
oi back sad war. and I do It , cas —
The couple spent their honeymoon at Montego Bay. Jamaica
Chaplai
Legion Veterans' Hall, 310 Bee Creek Dr. The agenda will
n
Katha
Caldwel
l
.
brace ethestalin wu me us a him
focus on
The couple will be graduating from medical school
Armed Forces Day breakfast. Memorial Day program. spnng
Soisd black mad state pieces look
in May reported that Jim Frye. husband
togettrr
proj- 2010 apd will
be residing in Charleston, W.Va., for their intern- of President Kristie Frye. died.
ects and bricks for the Mena:trial Garden. All veterans are
try mama prims tor a bolder look lust be stir to
welcome ship.
..
lekritatartm
propumon
Try
a
Isar
prim
sub ome
to attend. For inforniation call Post Commander Amos McCart
The auxiliary voted to make a
y at
ail sada.lays sthk carer Greta Moombri
293-1320.
$25 donation to St. Jude's
k re. cal choice rstials ler a pima olad
wax cuestas shirr wes mat ,0 ea mask
Children's
Hospital
at
coming m•essorn h .nold tte a trilln peat
Red Cross plans Spring Swim
Memphis. Tenn., in his memory.
tuadleag
alga color so '1 as onmp
,e
The Calloway County C'hapter of the American Red Cross
geen
is curVice President Byford noted
rently registering for Spring Swim. For more information or
Tie
a scarf on your bag f r added coke and 'push
to regthat this year's AMVETS
ister, call 753-1421 or e-mail hbosse@callowaycorevicross.org.
Add boid comas mad crrr full of bracelets y
Auxiliary
State
Executive
tag caff
ff you lase oonced ads there Is a lot of loused
Committee will be held at Post
Relay for Life plans rebate
bang shown gwic big bold chats. Sur eamegs
45 Saturday, March
27.
ad oos t forget tir arrow( necklax tat l• malls
Relay. for Life for Calloway County will have a rebate day at
The
Auxiliary members from across
hot nem ocns Nea rams, annul •occ.
Big Apple on Thursday.
anthem 11m fl•cs me here m trgiu pam•ths ad
the state of Tennessee will be
cokas They art read, orwortuie
-,(51 a
visiting and conducting business
Compassionate Friends will meet
kw them More sandals are .m dr .11 It Web
during
the
The
SEC
more
i•
bursung
meeting
at
the
mars with all the la,
which
Compassionate Friends Support Group ss ill meet Thursda
y at
rst scrag Imams Come is +con'
begins at noon.
7:30 p.m. in the pnvate dining room of Nlurray-Calloway County
9111411a4 swata 70-75% (IL
Hospital. For more information contact Chaplain Kerry Lambert
On Friday, March 26, a recepllr Cormoodwr Taring Towels should he sty
762-1274 or Hilda Bennett at 498-8324.
an ay' It getting thew asi oar
tion will be held for the
Become a taa Ns Kellen Facebook
nut he
Department Conunander Kenny
hantag Irma,
. and gwing
rnew.hand,,
Health Express lists stop
Byford
well as unomg nictures of own machadise
and
Department
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Parker of Murray are the parents of a eLtughHealth Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will
Congrandanwes kAlen Cum atio owe me door
President
Annick
Moore.
offer ter, Brooke
Fat lad meek
Ellis Parker, born on Tuesday, February 9, 2010, at 7:56 Comman
blood pressure check, pulse and blood sugar screenings on 'Thursd
der
Byford is a memay a.m.
Sur rioted To sell wee s Fum A aothon
from 8:30 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. and from 12:30 p.m. to 3 p.m.
ber of AMVETS Post #45 arid
at
The baby weighed 7 pounds 9 ounces and measured 19 3/4
Walmart, Murray.
inch- the reception is an opportunity
VOTED MEHRA?
es. The mother is the former Lon Rowlett.
Oft%
HO!.
I4VOIDIE
to thank him for representing
•
CLOTHING
TONI
,,r;
Grandparents are Dan and Mitzi Parker of Murray and Dan
SS representative here Thursday
)
.
v!..4
a
L.
A FAVORITE
and the Pans Post so well. The
LADD
Bettye Paschall of Paris, Tenn.
I oTHDR: HEN
A Social Security representative is scheduled to be at
the
reception will be held from 5
Calloway County Public Library on Thursday from 10:30 a.m.
to
p.m. - 6 p.m. followed by a steak
12:30 p.m. The representative will assist in filing claims. For
more
dinner and state fundraiser at the
information call 800-772-1213 or the Mayfield office at (270)
247Sean and Shalyn Waller of 4307 Louden Dr., Hom Lake, Miss.. Post home. This will be an
8095.
305 South 12th • Moore, KY • YS3-7441
excellent opportunity to meet
www.dkkoney.com
are the parents of a daughter, Kaylyn Ann Waller, bom on Tuesday
,
March 16, 2010, at 9:11 p.m. at Baptist Memorial Hospital-Desot
8 Wonders team plans rebate night
o.
The 8 Wonders Relay for Life Team will have a rebate night Southaven, Miss.
The baby weighed 8 pounds 3 ounces and mcasured 22 inches.
Thursday at 5:30 p.m. at Mr. Gatti's.
Grandparents are Diana Jackson Waller of Hemando, Miss., Stan
Waller of Murray. Ky., and Donna and Calvin Shrader
of
Covington. Tenn. An uncle is Joe Waller of Pontotoc. Miss.
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•

•
•

_Rir4.74nnounceinenis

Brooke Ellis Parker

Kaylyn Ann Waller

Commission on Human Rights
Listening Tour session planned
The Kentucky Commission on
Human Rights will conduct one
of its 50th
Anniversary
Listening Tour sessions this
week in Paducah.
The session will be on
Thursday, March 25, at 5 p.m.
(CDT). on the second floor of
the McCracken County Public
Library at 555 Washington
Street. The event is free and
open to the public. The commission hopes many area residents
and officials will participate.
The Listening Tour Series
began in January to raise
Kentuckians' awareness of civil
rights and equal opportunity. So
far, it has traveled to Cadiz,
Mayfield, Richmond. Somerset,
Paris, and Versailles. The tour
will continue in other regions
throughout 2010.
People attending the Paducah
Listening Tour may voice their
opinions and concerns about
civil and human rights issues in
the state. They will have the
opportunity to speak with
Kentucky Commission on

Human Rights employment,
public accommodation and
housing representatives. They
can learn how to file discrimination complaints and how to get
help when they believe illegal
discrimination has occurred.
The Listening Tour Series is
part
of
the Kentucky
Conunission on Human Rights
50-year
Anniversary
Commemoration of 2010. The
commission is the state agency
charged with enforcing the
Kentucky Civil Rights Act and
federal civil rights laws that
make discrimination illegal.

AdvocAcv • Empowerment • Resni

peze.
Attorney-At-Law
Ricky A.. Lamkin & Associates
iti.

Stres.t • XlItiri.0 WI 4211-1

753-1737

(270)

ATTENTION:
Anyone needing personal care or
assistance with a loved one and
feeling ovenvhelmed. We invite
you to call Karen or Tanua at

fi'riiUrraceof Murray

LI

753-7109
hid lei us help you with both ihe
,.ue and the financial a.ssistance

'
t,
o arser
Gifts
HWY.641 N. • MURRAY
753-1725 — 1-800-472-8852
www.rolling,h.com

Spring Kick-off Sale!

25% OFF
All Trees & Shrubs
Cash & Carry Onh/)

-.in i4f afilli

March 25, 26 & 27 Only!

• DiroreelCu.stemit/Domestie

Suppwrifflikiptifiu
• 1)1.7
(*uses
• Wills • CrimireNeloise

• Ciril litigirtifni • Po-solid hijito,
So

lot 11111141

6,06,.4f

Hours hke.-Sat,9-5

1'
4

64• Vkednesdas
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Nturr.o
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'March Is Blowing
etc., In Good Values

MADVES
411, 2010Dodge Ram 1500S7'Rea. Cab 2WD
S21.885
- 1.894
1,000
500
'MO

5

• l'S,PB

• A./C

• \ott-Som Diff

MSRP
Peppers Disc
\Ifir Rebate

/100.000-

S18,690
- 1.703
. - 1.000

15,987

100000

423, 2010Dodge Grand Caravan SE
MSRP
Peppers Disc
Mfg. Rebate

$25,290
-1.322
1,000

'22,968'
\

5

• 30 MPG Hwy
• Power Windows & Locks

MSRP
Peppers Disc
Mfg. Rebate
SEFIC

Stk

• Power Dnver Sea( itG(0070
• 53L V8 Engine
• Trailenng Package
• Heavy Duly Cookng

Chrome Package
• Stinroof
• Fog Lamps
• Rear Spoiler

MSRP
Peppers Discount
Rebates

$31,675
— 2.713
— 4,000

Autt. d
ALC 15 900 Aides
A Year, No Security Depcsil

4 Rebates Neuog
,rersigid trademarks

' • tessi

tssno-- • •

"Whatever it

•

..'rloosttft14.1;ITAtiJr
. saes desets and.

'Some Customers May Qualify
For Additional Rebates."
f adOry tO dealer incentives. $149 doc fee
r nat,on purposes only.

takes, we want to be your car or truck company."

included Photos tor

j-

Auto 6

jeep

$21 5

A Mo.—

CyI

MSRP
Peppers Disc
Toyota Rebate
March
$
Madness

23,999

Disclaimer:

•Pr ice includes doc tee ot 9149 00. taxes title
and hcense are addtonai
Photos tor 0ustratron purposes only
••1Snth approved FOyota Financial Services I. •
th: •

hatever

st takes, we want

fi, be tiour

:t• or Frut

t 1,1tirtMtl

41IMIL4.11.

Jenkins

2009 Chevrolet HHR LS

69,000 Miles,
Double Cab, T/C,
PW/PL, CD.
Stk. #P7426

16,000 Miles,
PW/PL, CD.
Stk. #P7455

2007 Mercury Mariner 4x4

2008 Dodge Avenger

49.000 Miles.
V-6. Moonroof
Stk. #CP770

43,000 Miles.
Stk. # CP732
12-16,000 Miles, 3 to Choose From.
Stk. *s:P7379, P7380, P7381..

29,000 Miles,
TC, PW/PL, CD, Alloy
Wheels.
Stk. #P7460

26,000 Miles,
T/C, PW/PL. CD
Alloy Wheels
Stk #CT0048A

95,898*
2009 Mazda CX-9
'

21,000 Miles, T/C, PW/PL,
CD, Alloy Wheels,
Heated Leather.
Stk. #CP769

2009 Dodge Grand Caravan SXT
7,000 Miles,
Heated Leather, Power
Sliding Doors, Power
Liftgate.
Stk #CP790

Mlles

WWw peppe.,10yola COM

(AC

2005 Toyot,a Tundra SR5

14,000 Miles,
Regular Cab,
Automatic, A/C.
Stk. #TT0214A

Asks

When Purchasing Any New Toyo
ta
Vehicle If You Currently Own a Toyo
ta.
Trade In Not Necessary.

e-owned SPecials

2007 Toyota Tacoma

The Mt
ner post-s
Associatio
three MS1
MSU's

$29,334
- 2,335
- 3,000

PEPPEAW

..eneniv.peppersautometive corn
24201 Woad SI Pans TN
•
1100-325.3229a 731-642 3900

i§j MLA=

Pnce

Lou
Got

2 Yrs. Free Service

174PP4,
,ef

s=3.tr

'\

4iramaiume-

"Whatecc, it takes, we want to be your car t)e truck
company.'

1
PePpers Automotive Pr
r

Sale

$18.000

SOF

Ca. 2010 Toyota Avalon XL

MSRP
$23,630
Peppers Discount,. ..... — 1.142
Rebates
— 3,500

$18 988*

36 Mos. Lease
(Zero Down)

March Madness 0°/0 for 60 Mos.
All 40> 2010 Toyota Yaris
0`)/0 for 60 Mos.

5

Disclaimer •Pnce is plus tax. title & license and after all manufact
urer's rebates

Senvces

$32,313

AUG> 2010 Toyota RAV 4s

glicre $24 962

Price
YeUr

na

-2,800
Toyota Rebate - 1,000
March
Madness

Vkl*

SEE DEALER FOR DETAILS
• ..
-•.

MSRP
Pepper's Disc

SDK

eTT0207

2010 CHEVY
HHR LT
Stk
#GT0004

'17,963*

Price

Auto AC 5 7L
V 8, 2WO, SR5

100.000 LI

S21,165
- 702
- 1,500
- 1,000

AC.
No Security
Deposit

$22.725
— 1.003
— 3,000

$28 813.
4,2010 CHEVY SILVERADO
CI> 2010 Toyota Corolla LE
2WD EXT. CAB LT

2010 Dodge Journey SE

1PEVAQ:

W W W.1
&pm?
,
231.10

CZA 2010 Toyota Camry LE
(0 Down)
36 Mos. Lease
sai. $22,400 '259 A Mo
CD 2010 Toyota Tundra Double Cab PU

gucre$18,722*

• Keyless Remote Entry
• XM Rain

45,

s, , aCT(108 I

• P I.
•
N-Go
• Atom Wheel% • A.11VEYVCD

\

2010 CHEVY
MALIBU LS
MSRP .
Peppers Discount
Rebates

4111, 2010Dodge Caliber Main Street
_ 41„.

-

s Better Than Ever!

Auto , 4 Cyl

• AM/FM/CL .)

Mena ameatio
MINN IMP'

42,

Stk itCT0037

'17,991
• Vt.
• \,u0

a)leAliadness

Peppers Cffevy, Cadillac
Buick GMC, Pontiac

PEPPERS: DODGE.
CHRYSLER. JEEP. RA

Peppers l)isc
Mfg. Rebate
SEI3C
V-b Dist

Peppers Toyota

95,837*
2009 Nissan Altima 2.55

2008 Lincoln MKZ

39,000 Miles,
T/C, PW/PL, CD.
Stk. #P7454

42.000 Miles. Chrome
Wheels. Moonroof,
Heated & Cooled Seats.
Stk #CP797

$15,665*
2005 Dodge Ram 1500 ST

2007 Dodge Ram 1500 ST

113.000 Miles.
Chrome Wheels, Hemi.
Stk #CP798

22.000 Miles.
20" Chrome Wheels,
Hemi.
Stk. #CP796

'Disclaimer Ad 1.rak,5 plus tax raie and
rk ense additional St 49 doc
tee included Some photos tor illustration purposes

"Whatever tt take,, let' Want to be your
ear or truck companti."

PtP- P't-iecC'

2400 E. Wood St.•Paris • 642-5661 •1-800-748-8816
Hrs.. M-F Bajn.-6p.m.:Sal.8 a.m.-5p.m. www.peppersautomotive.coM
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PREP BASEBALL PREVIEW 2010:

Racer trio
named AllDistrict by
NABC
SOFTBALL LOSES TO
LOUISIANA-MONROE;
GOLF FINISHES 10TH
IN GEORGIA

ts

r.".?

By MSU Sports Information
The Murray State Racers continued to garner post-season honors when the National
Association of Basketball Coaches recognized
three MSU student-athletes on March 17.
MSU's Ivan Aska and Isacc Miles were
named to the All-NABC
District 19 First Team, while
B.J. Jenkins was named to the
second team.
The trio just finished leading the Racers into the second
round
of
the
NCAA
Toumament where they defeated Vanderbilt in the first round
Asks
66-65 before dropping a heartbreaking 54-52 defeat in the
4
second round to Butler. The
NCAA win for Murray State
was their second in school history and first since 1988.
Aska. a sophomore from Ft.
Lauderdale, Fla.. was the third Head coach Mike
TOMMY DILLARD/fife photo
Johnson and the Murray Tigers get ready for
Mlles
a game last season. Murray returns three senior
on 3 Racer team that five play- hope
to lead the black and gold to a third consec
program staples who
utive All 'A' region title and a third straight trip
ers average in double-figures
to the First Region tournament.
with 10.3 points per game and
he was second on the team
with 4.8 rebounds per game.
Miles, a junior from Kansas
City, Mo., led the team in
assists with 132 and scored 9.7
points per game while shootJenkins
ing 37 petcent from threepoint range.
Jenkins, a junior from Virginia Beach. Va.,
was the team leader in steals with 64 and led
DOWNEY HOPES TO FILL PREDECESSORS' SHOES
MSU with 10.6 points per game.
Miles and Jenkins were also named to the
AS TIGERS LOOK FOR ALL
THREE-PEAT
All-Ohio Valley Conference First Team.
By TOMMY DILLARD
on a slider and has improved his
Other players named to the District 19 first
Sports Writer
curveball, Johnson reports.
team were Wesley Channels (Austin Peay),
Coaches around the First Region
He has also put on 15 pounds,
Kenneth Faried (Morehead State), and
are beginning to wonder what's in the which has helped
him get his velocity
Trenton Marshall (Jacksonville State).
water in Murray.
up into the mid 80s.
The second team was made up of Frank
Head coach Mike Johnson's pro"Brock can be that (ace) for us,"
Davis (Tennessee Tech), Tyler Laser (Eastern
gram continues to chum out ace said Johnson."We've
Illinois), Justin Stommes (Eastem Kentucky)
been blessed to
pitchers. arid the Tigers have ridden have some really
anti Josh Taylor (Eastern Kentucky).
good arrns over the
those dominant arms to back-to-back past several seasons
, and all of them
Wilson's grand slam not enough to propel
First Region All 'A'championships as have worked really
Racers to victory at Louisiana-Mooroe
hard to put themwell as consecutive berths in the big selves in situatio
ns to be our No. 1
Murray State WItbal lC.1111 rill to
regional.
pitcher."
Louisiana-Monroe, 13-5, in the second game
Two
years
ago,
it
was
Bradley
But Downey is far from a one-man
of a two-game series at ULM Softball
Cobb, who went on to sign with show.
Complex Tuesday.
Murray State.
He is just one member of a senior
Junior Taylor Wilson tallied the Racers'(5Last year, it was Roman Kelly, class that has the
13, I-1 OVC)first grand slam, but it was not
opportunity to
enough to propel the team to victory as the who is now playing college ball at become the winningest group in
FreedHardem
an
Universi
ty.
school history over its four years of
Warhawks (II-11) combined for eight hits.
This year. the Tigers will look for high school.
Junior Lauren Buch led the team with two
They'll also have the chance to
hits. including a double in the bottom of the senior lefthander Brock Downey,
second inning. All four pitchers saw action in who has already signed with Murray etch their names in the record books
the circle for MSU, while sophomore Chelsey State, to step into the well-wom ace's as the first group to three-peat as All
'A' region champions. but will have
Sullivan earned the loss and recorded two shoes.
"I guess it's like a calling," said to do it without the
TOMMY DILLARD / He photo
strike outs.
strong bunch of Senior iertha
nder Brock Downey hopes to move into the ace
The Warhawks got on the scoreboard in the senior catcher Tanner Richerson, who seniors the school graduated last
role
left behind by Roman Kelly. Downey and fellow
bottom of the first, with one run. However, has handled each of the Tigers' star spring.
senior Aron
hurlers
in
Sween
recent
ey will be the Tigers No. I and No. 2 pitchers.
years.
MSU came right back in the top of second and
But just as Murray has earned a
"When somebody leaves, you reputation for produci
took the lead, with five runs.
ng aces, it has -But vce usually Mid vt ay to NM Otil Sweeney, who is no stranger to bigFreshman Ellyn Troup started off the have to step in and fulfill that. You also had a knack for turtling out share of games, and I think we'll do game situations after tossing
in the
ipning with a single to left field and was either do or you don't, and most of squads capable of quickly filling in that again this year."
All 'A' regional as well as the First
advanced to second on a single from freshman the time, guys here at Murray have for their predecessors.
While Murray will debut a handful Region tournament last
season.
Kaitlyn England up the left side. Junior been able to fill that hole."
Downey believes this group is no of first-time starters in the field, the
Behind the plate is Richerson, one
Downey. who spent his sununer different.
Lauren Buch then hit a ball off the fence in
Tigers' foundation is a senior-led bat- of the region's top catcher
s and a
playing
with
Lexington-based
right center for a double that scored Troup.
"Everybody always looks at what tery.
five-year veteran of the starting lineKentucky Baseball Club, is working we lost and underra
Freshman Stephanie Edwards then drew
Behind Downey in the pitching up. He also wields Murray'
tes us." he said.
s most
the walk to load the bases for Wilson. Wilson
rotation is fellow senior Aron
•See TIGERS,8A
then hit the first grand slam in Racer history
over the left field fence to give MSU a 5-1
lead.
PREP TENNIS
PREP BASEB k
ULM then used a productive inning in the
bottom of the second, with five runs of its own
to retake the lead, 6-5. The lead increased to
7-5 after the third inning. The Warhawks then
added five more runs in the bottom of the
fourth to take a 12-5 lead. ULM added a run in
the bottom of the fifth to force the eight-run
rule into play and end the game.
The Racers will travel to Birmingham,
4-3 victory over Vincent Shiden at
Ala.. to play Samford, Wednesday, March 24
the No. 5 spot.
as the final road game of their Spring Break
The other Calloway win came in
Staff Repot
Cody Redden also hit two singles.
Trip. The double header is scheduled to begin
doubles action as No. 1 pair Jake
Dylan Dwyer picked up the win on
Dwyer and Calloway Unprove
at 3 p.m.
the mound and contributed three RBI at 1-0 on the season while Reidlan d to
Darnell and Matt McReynolds ralMSU will then return home to host OVC
d fen to
Staff Report
the plate as Calloway County made 0-1.
lied to beat Jantzen Brickeen and
pre-season favorite Jacksonville State in the
Lone Oak got the best of
quick
work
of
Reidlan
Grant
d in Tuesday's
Hammons in a hard-fought
Reidland got its offense going in the
team's first home Ohio Valley Conference Calloway County as the Ulcers and
season-opener. winning 17-3 at Laker third inning, sconng one
run and
series at Racer Field at Murray-Calloway Lady Lakers opened the 2010 tennis match 4-6. 7-6 (10-8), 10-8.
Field.
Darnell and McReynolds both
adding two more in the fourth.
County Park.
season Tuesday afternoon at the
Calloway jumped
on
tqrned in strong singles showings as
the
But the bikers answered. scoring
The first pitch of a double header, CCHS courts.
Greyhounds early, scoring eight runs in three in the bottom of the fourth
well. Darnell fell to Brickeen 8-5
and
Saturday, March 27 will fly at I p.m.. with a
While the Purple Flash handed
the bottom of the first inning and closing the door on the Greyho
unds
single game scheduled for I p.m.. Sunday, the Laker girls a 9-0 defeat. the while McReynolds lost to Hammons
adding
six
more
in
the
second to take a when Dwyer tossed a scoreless fifth.
8-4.
March 28.
Laker boys salvaged three matches.
14-0 lead.
The game ended on mercy-rule.
The doubles team of Vasquez and
Trus finishes 10th at Georgia State
falling 6-3.
Logan
Burks was one of three
As a team, the Lakers out-hit the
Charlie Watson gave their Lone Oak
The Murra State women's golf team came
Karlo Vasquez won a Calloway opponen
Lakers to post a multi-hit garne and Greyhounds 8-5 and capitali
zed on
ts a run before falling 8-4.
home with a 10th place finish at the John victory in the three-spot by defeati
wa.s responsible for the biggest hit of four Reidland errors.
ng
Thc Lakers return to action
Kirk-Panther Invitational Tuesday in Bailey OR in a tiebreaker 8-7
the
night
—
a
three-ru
n
home
run.
Calloway returns to the diamond on
(7-1). Friday when they host
Community
Stockbridge, Ga. at Eagles Landing GC.
Grant William.s contributed two sin- Thursday at Henry County (Tenn.)
Zach Fortenbery also put his
,
Christian at 4:30 p.m.
gles and knocked in ttvec RBI while Garne time is set for 5 p.m.
name in the winners' column with a
•See RACERS,8A

nother ace.
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EAST REGIONAL
Second Round
Saturday, March 20
i.entucky 90. Wake Forest 60
Washington 82 New Mexico 64
Sunday, March 21
West Virginia 68 Missoun 59
Cornell 87. Msconsin 69
At The Carrier Dome
Syracuse. N Y
Regional Semifinals
Thursday, March 25
West Virginia 129-6) vs Washington
(26-9), 7 27 p m
Kentucky (34-2) vs Cornell (29-4) 30
minutes following
Regional Championship
Saturday. March 27
Semifinal winners
SOUTH REGIONAL
Second Round
Saturday, March 20
Saint Mary's Calif 75 Viaanova 68
Baylor 76. Old Dominion 68
Sunday, March 21
Duke 68. California 53
Purdue 63 Texas ciftM 61 OT
At Reliant Stadium
Houston
Regional Semifinals
Friday, March 25
Saint Mary s. Calif 213-51 vs Baylor
(27-7), 7.27 p m
Duke (31-5) vs Pufaue (29-5.. 30 minutes follow.ng
Regional Championship
Sunday. March 20

Big Red expecting more as UK awaits
CORNEU ENJOYING

And the 12th-seeded Big Red (29-4) did
it with the type cf fun and flair often missin
g
in the serious survive-and-advance mood
of
March.

MOMENT AS DARLINGS

NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
NCAA Tournament Glance
8y / he Associated Press
Ail Times COT

When: About 8:57 p m. Thursday Where
: Syracuse, N Y TV: CBS Records: Kentucky
34-2; Cornell 29-4

The upperclassmen told quirky stories
about their video-game playing and "Lostparties in the house they share and affectionately call the Dog Pound. A lost wager
forced one player to give a ridiculous nonanswer to the first question of an off-day
news conference that baffled reporters.
When basketballs were nowhere to be found
on the ball rack, Cornell ran its layup line
without them and acted like nothing was out
of the ordinary.
So why stop now?
Up ahead for Big Red, the top-seeded
Kentucky Wildcats (34-2) in the
East
Regional semifinal Thursday in Syracuse,
N.Y., about an hour from Comell's campus.

Semifinal winners
MIDWEST REG/ONAL
Second Round
Saturday, March 20
Tennessee 83 Onio 68
Northern Iowa 69 Kansas. 6'
Sunday. March 21
Ohio State 75 Georgia Tech 66
Michigan State 85 Maryiand Et3
At Edward Jones Dome
St Louis
Regionai Semifinais
Friday. March 26
Gino Sta,
,
, '29-7) vs Tennessee (27-8).
'
07 p
Northern Iowa (30-4) vs Michkgan State
26-8i 30 minutes tiptoeing
Regional Championship
Sunday. March 28
Seminal winners
WEST REGIONAL
Second Round
Saturday, March 20
Kansas State 84 BYO 72
Butler 54 Murray State 52
Sunday, March 21
Syracuse 87 Gonzaga 65
Xavier 71, Pittsbt.rgh 68
At Energy Solution Arena
Salt Lake City
Regional Semifinals
Thursday, March 25
Syracuse (30-4) vs Butler 430-4), 7.07
pm
Kansas Stale (26-7) vs Xavier 126-8),
30 minutes following
Regional Championship
Saturday. March 17
Semifinal winners

OF TOURNAIVIENT
By DAM GEILSTON
AP Basketbal; Writer
Big Red is ready for Big Blue.
Cornell has smashed all
ideas that the
basketball program is simply
a bunch of Ivy
League brainiacs who should
be thrilled
with just playing one game in
the NCAA
tournament.
The Big Red are enjoyi
ng their moment
as the dominant darlings of the
tournament.
'They pounded single-digit seeds
Temple
and Wisconsin by 31 points
to become the
lowest seed to advartce this year
to the round
of 16 and the first Ivy League
team to reach
the second weekend of the tourna
ment since
1979.

"I don't know how much extra motiva
tion you need in the Sweet 16, trying
to play
to go to the Elite Eight," forwar
d Ryan
Wittman said Tuesday. "If that's
not motiva-

tion already, you shouldn't
be here."
Cornell is undaunted by the challe
nge ot
playing the Wildcats after testing its mettle
against the big boys of basketball.

Adverb!

The Big Red pushed then-No.
1 Kansas
to the limit in Allen Fieldh
ouse before losing
71-66 in January. They trailed
by only six at
halftime in an 88-73 loss at
Syracuse in
November — at the Carrier Dome
where
they
'
ll play Thursday.
They easily knocked off the Atlanti
c 10
champion Owls and shot 61 percen
t from
the field to dominate the Big Ten's
Badgers
last weekend in Jacksonville, Fla.
Cornell won't back down against
any
team — even the Wildcats and
their seven
NCAA
championships.
Cornell
vs.
Kentucky is no mismatch between one
program known for brains and another
for bas-
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respons

inserhor
imm
be mach

L
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C

ketball brawn.
Cornell is tournament-tested and stocke
d
with seniors who have reached three straight
NCAA tournaments and played in a slew of
big games in intimidating environments
.
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•Racers
From Page 7A

The Racers carded their best
score of the 54-hole event in the
final round after they had a 318
and a 326 for a 956 total to finish tied with Troy.

Morgan Cross played as an
individual and finished 12th
with scores of 80-75-75=230,
while Alex Hinteregger fin83-81=244.

field of 72 competitors after
rodnds of 78-76-75=229, while
Andrea Downer had scores of
80-82-76=238 for a finish of

12th

Megan McKinney's totals of
82-84-79=245 earned a spot in
47th, with Alex Lennartsson
finishing in 49th place with
scores

78-84-84=246

and
Caroline Lagerborg was in 61st
with scores of 83-86-

place

By virtue 0
Court on N
Plaintiff in

ished 45th after rounds of 8°-

Joyce Trus led the Racers
with a 10th place finish in the

27th place.

UNKNOW.
DENNIS. "I
WILLIAM

82=251.

sale at the
to the hight
hour of 10(

The Racers finished ahead of
place Xavier (962) and

located in C
121 North,

Arkansas State (973).
Host Georgia State won the
event at 905, while Little Rock
(919), Daytona State (919),
Augusta

State

(934)

The follow:r
County. Ker
community

and

the Southea
No 1 of an

Chattanooga (934) rounded out
the top-five teams.

end being ft
set in the N.
terline of Kg

'The

Racers' next event is
April 2-4 in Oxford. Miss., at
the Ole Miss Rebel Invitational
at Ole Miss GC.

Minor plat;

minutes 46
lug electric f
Mg,and duo

•Tigers

inch diaineb
a 1P2 inch di
feet to a LI

From Page 7A

powerful bat and will hit in the
four-spot.

2.0a_r_REP B.ASEBALL
Murray

East 25.35 fi
and dos Nr
1.,19f; [helve.

"Aron has good velocity and
his placement is really good
right
now," said
Johnson.
"Tanner kind of directs every-

Coach: Mike Johnson
Last year. 21-1 3.1 (4th District runne:
up)
Who's gone: Daniel Thole 1SS). David
Kuykendali (OF. P). Keaton Tate (313).
thing and keeps all the pitchers Roman Keily (P, OF), Jordan Garland
confident because they've seen (18. Pl. Jordan Williams (OF, C) Scott
York (1B. Pl
him for so many years, especialWho's back: Brock Downey iP, CF)
Tanner Richerson (C), Aron Sweeney P
ly the older ones."
SS). David Vinson (INF), Chnsten
Jotuison expects his club to
Duncan (OF), Austin Adams (1B), Ian
lean heavily on its three senior
Heskett (OF), Sawyer Lawson (Pl. Man
leaders in all facets of the game. Frtzer (P INF). John Lollar (2B) John
Rainey
When they aren't pitching,
Who's new, Terreil Buck (INF I Shickiil
Downey and Sweeney will
Davis (OF) AarOn Wilson (LIU.
What they're saying about the Tigers,
solidify the middle of Murray's
-As far as the distnct goes Murray (is the
'
defense at center field and shortfavorite). itist because of the strength of
stop, respectively.
some of their returning players'Calloway County head coach Zech
Sweeney is the lead-off man
Hobbs
while Downey will move from
TiGERS' SCHEDULE
the top of the batting order to the
March 25. CLAYTON MO (7 30
), 26.
middle, thanks to added strength
TRIGG CO (030 p m I. 27: EZELL-HARDING
TENN • 14 15 p ), 29: at Radiate:I. 30: at Lyon
in the offseason.
Co (5 15pml
Beyond the Tigers' 'big
Apre 1: at Commuruty Cnnsuan. 3: at Web51.,
CO (1 p ), 6: vs Mercer Co ^ (noon) 7: al
three', however, inexperience
is
Marton Cc (it a rn ), va Sonircheld Tenn.*(3
rampant.
p mi. vs Fianke, Glaser-ale (5 15 p rn 1 10:
vs
East Hickman, Tann,/ (2 p m 1. vs Cheatham
Murray graduated seven senCo Central. Tann 014 15 p m 12: at Th99 Co
iors from its 2009 squad, and the
15-17 ALL 'A REGIONAL TOURNAMENT, 19:
at Marshall Co 20: MARSHALL CO . 22:
holes to fill are large. For this
at
Carlow Co 23: at Furlon Co , 27: ST MARY
reason, Johnson says his tearn
29: a: Chnstan Co (5 30 p m ) 30: PADUCAH
TILGHMA
N
doesn't deserve to be mentioned
May I: HEATH, 3: at Calloway Co (7 p m ), 4:
among the region's elite in the
CALLOWAY CO I: at Grasse Co
FULTON
CO • 6: LONE OAK% (2 30 p rn ha. HOPpreseason.
KINSVILLE (5 30 p rn I 12: at Livingsto
n
Offensively,
the
Tigers Central 13: GRAVES CO 15: at Caldwell Co
01 a rn vs Todd Co Centra1012 30 p m 1, 17:
should be able to reload.
HICKMAN CO
at Unwsrstty Heights t5 3C
Murray gained a reputation
p rn 20: at Si Mary 22: at Ballard Memorize
as a scrappy small-ball club
in
HOME GAMES IN ALL CAPS
2099 and should be able to move
times 5 p m unless °Morose listed
•
- Tiger Classic
runners along once again.
" - al St Catharine University
"I think we'll hit the ball
- Yellowleckat Ciassc at SDimghol
d T.^^
%- Dreammakar Classic
pretty well again," Johnso
n
•- at CalOws. Cc
says. "The older guys really
Austin Adams will man first
know how to hit. how to
work
base and will be asked to step up
the count and hit to the situati
on.
at the plate after gaining experiI've been surprised early
by
ence as a freshman.
some of the younger guys
and
Freshman John Lollar will
how consistent they have been.
take over second for Sweeney.
We're confident we can bunt
in
who moves to shortstop.
every situation."
Third base is open and could
Defense is a different story,
be filled by a combination of
however.
Fielding
errors
junior David Vinson, senior
plagued the Tigers last season
,
Terrell Buck and sophomore
and with even more fresh faces
Matt Fitzer.
in the field this year, it could
Sophomore Ian Heskett is a
become a liability.
returning starter in right field
"We're really stressing elimiand provides a hefty bat, while
nating
the
mental
errors,"
left field will be manned by a
Johnson says. "The physical
combination of juniors Christian
ones are going to be part of the
Duncan and Shickill Davis.
game, and we'll have to live
Lollar and Fitzer will give the
with those. We've got a lot
of
Tigers starting pitching depth
young guys out there, but almost
behind Downey and Sweeney
all of them are playing the posiwhile
sophomore
Sawyer
tion they've grown up playing,
Lawson will pitch primarily out
so that should help us."
of the bullpen.
In the infield, sophomore
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COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCLITT COURT
Civil Action No. 09-CI-00411
CMFINANCIAL SERVICES, INC ,

CoMMoNWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No 09-CI-00243
i'OMMUNITY FINANCIAL SERVICES BANIC
t el.loia BANK OF BENTON,

PLAINTIFF

VS. NOTICE OF SALE

The following described tract or parcel of land, lying and
being en Calloway
County, Kentucky. to-wit. Legal description of a tract
of land situated in the
community of Coldwater, County of Calloway, State
of Kentucky, being a part of
the Southeast Quarter of Section 8, Township 2, Range
3 East. and being Lot
No. 1 of an unrecorted Minor Subdivision Plat of
the Nancy Paschall property,
and being further described as follows Beginning at a
11 inch diameter rebar
set in the North line of Kentucky Highway 121, located
159 feet east of" the centerline of Kentucky Highway 1836. the Southwest corner
of Lot No. 1 of said
Minor Nat; thence. wivertng the lands of Nancy Paschall,
North 12 degrees. 45
minutes 46 seconda East 140.87 feet to a ? inch diameter
mbar set in an existing eleetric fence. thence, Ninth the North line of Lot No.
1, the following bearings and distances: South 73 deg. 05 minutes 13 seconds
East 32.09 feet to a
inch diameter rebar set; South 77 deg_ 11 minutes 5a
seconds East 25 38 feet to
a 1:2 inch diameter rebar set; South 79 deg. 56 minutes
16 seconds East 26 13
feet to a 1.1 inch diameter rebar set; South 81 degrees
20 minutes 26 seconds
East 25.35 feet to a 1..2 inch diameter rebar set, the :Northeas
t corner of Lot No
1 and the Northwest corner of the James Toney property
Deed Book 155, Card
1O19i; Lhence, with ibney's West line and the East Line
of Lot No 1, South 05
degrees 45 minutes 07 seconds West 136.54 feet to a 1/2
inch diameter rebar set
in the North line of Kentucky Highway 12l; thence, 30
feet from and parailel to
the centerline of Kentucky Highway 121, North 80 degrees
00 minutes 08 seconda West 125 58 feet to the point of begirining.
This teact contains 0 369 acres
Being the same property conveyed to Joyce D. Hasty,
by deed from Nancy
Paschall, dated Sept. 25, 1991i, of record in Book 2.38,
Page 536, in the office of
the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.

YOU MAY VISIT WWWMI Iff AYKY GOV TO SEE
A MAP OF SECTIONS
COMPLETED AND SECTIONS CURRENTLY WORKIN
G
SOUTH 01_14.4IN mast to Wear/
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,
HI &ONE
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DEPARTMENT BY
CALLING 762-0377

IBM

mot

Thence North 89' 26' 36' East for a distance of 468 33
feet with the south line f
Lot 4 to a Oa rebar set said mbar being the southeast
corner of Lot 4 and the
northeast corner of the herein described tract of land.

Being the same property conveyed to Henrietta Curry.
by deed dated February
13, 1980, and recorded in Deed Book 160. Page 2177, in
the Calloway County
Court Clerlespffice.

Thence South 02' 27 34" East for a distance of 99.93 feet
with the west line of
the Homer Williams property iDeed Book 89. Page
991 to a 144 rebar set:. und
rebar !wing the northeast corner of Lot 6 and the southeast
corner of the herein
dew-nixed tract of rid,

THERE IS INCLUDED a 2007 Champion 350 manufact
ured home which haii
been converted to real estate pursuant to an affidavit of conversio
n, Dated
December 17. 2009, of record in Book 814. Page 657 in the
Calloway County
Court Clerk's Office.

Together with and subject to covenants. easements, and
restrictions of record
Also Intl oded

14 a 1998 Explorer mobile home, VIN CLA0432
61TN
Being in all respects the same property conveyed to Danny
Rogers • same person
as Danny K Rogers by deed dated January 31, 2007 and
recorded in Book bat.
Page :331. Calloway County Cleric's Office

The aforementioned property shall bc sold •io a cash or credit
rasis of 3i) days.
but if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required
to deposit with
the ccmmissioner ten percent of the purchase pnce, with
the balance to be paid
in full within thirty 1301days, with aufficient surety, hearing
interest at 12% per
annum from the date of sale until paid. and fully due and
payable in thirty
days A lien shall be retained on the property as additiona
l security. All delloquent taxes shall be ascertairied and paid. but shall be
sold subject to the current year ad valo,m taxes.
This 4th day of March, 2010
Respectfully submitted.

060
ltaid *reed
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own nsk. Atthough
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its empkoyees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities
060
Lott and Found

JUST give us a call.
we'll be glad to hen),
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have
Furry Of Feattiared
FrIends Here at the
Ledger & Times

/120
• Nolles

NIR. I-I \1. 1)(1
I It cr 75 st‘ lus,
raim
- 4.
sisif- few
ti 55 u-aitt lilt
lit Reheat
. 53-311119

NOTICE
Advertisers are
requested to check
the first insertion of
their ad for any
error. Murray
Ledger & Times will
be responsible for
only one Incorrect
insertion. Any error
should be
reported Immediately so corrections
can be made

TURKEY
HUNTERS
f
•
•
sr

(2701 293-9781
(270)136-2626
Murray Ledger
& TinteS
:
70

753-1916

PART-TIME landscape
design and layout
293-3161

STORE
Manager/Assistant
Manager/A.qcoriates
wanted. New Murray
location. apply at Salty
Beauty Suppty. Pans,
TN
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping P1A.,1'
Plaza Lodge Apply in
person after 7 OCIPM.
No phone cells

PREPRESS/GRAPHIC
Design Employment
opportunity for a 20
year regional printer.
rOf the best candidate
we offer competitive
wages starting at
$13/hr. 50% company
match health insurance. vacation a.nd
holiday pay. personal
days and more. Find
out more by emailing a
PDF of you resume to
marcainnovativepnnting.com

postUon

DRIVER
established company is taking applications for the Hardin
area. Applicants must
be dependable, hard
working and relate well
with
customers.
Seeking dnver for local
deliveries with a class
A CDL Excellent benetits.
Please
send
resumes to P.O. Box
14, Hardin, KY 42048

Well

•

• • I • s III

;1
4

couNrt,

The aforementioried property shall be sold on a caith or credit
basis of thirty (30,
days, but if sold on a credit of thirty (30( clays, the purchase
. shall deposit with
the Commissioner ten percent i10%.)of the purchame
price and execute bond
with good and sufficient surety for the remainder, tearing
interest at 12% per
annum from the date of sale until paid. and fully due
and payable within thirty
days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additimui
l security. Al! delinquent taxes. if any, shall he ascertained and paid by the
Commissioner but the
property shall be sold subject to the 2910 ad valorern
taxes
This 3rd day of March, 2010.
Respectfully submitted,
N•LAX V.'. PARKER
Master Commissioner
• '.•i!••way Circuit Court

060
Help llifullsd
TEMPORARY
# of openings: 10
Tobacco, Hay/Straw, &
General Agricultural
Workers Needed
Chad & Wayne Wilson
Carlisle Co., KY
0 4 / 28/2010°2/28/2011

MAX W PARKER
M.t.er Commiaaioner
I 'alloway Circuit Court

Call 753-1916

GET THIS !XI
AD FOR ONLY
$75AO PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

scam.

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by
thee Calloway Circuit
Court on February 8, 2010„ in the above cause, to satasfy
the Judgment of the •
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $70.207 83. I
shall proceed ui offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway
County. Kentucky.
to the highest bidder, at public auction on Thursday
, March 25. 2010. ar the
hour of 10:00 a.m.. local time. or thereabout, the following
deacnbed property
located in Calloway County. Kentucky. with its address
being 107 Pine Street.
Murray. KY 42071, and being more particularly described
aa follows.
Lots Number TWenty-three and Twenty-four of Block
1 in Bishop East View
:Addition Gilbert Place to the City of Murray, Calloway
County. Kentucky, sa
shown on plat recorded of record in Deed Book 31, Page
403. in the Calloway
County Clerk's Office

Thence North 92'02' 42" West for a distance of 89 57
feet with the right-of-..•
of Seth Avenue to the point of beginning.

[

VALERIE CURRY, Executrix of the Estate of Hennetta
Curry,
VALERIE CURRY. Individually, JEANNETTE KORNEG
AY,
KIPLEY SKARSYNSKA, COREY
THE L'NKNOWN SPOUSE, IF ANY, OF VALEFUE CURRY,
THE UNKNOWN SPOUSE,IF ANY, OF JEANNE
-i-i g KORNEGAY
THE UNKNOWN SPOUSE . IF ANY, OF CORY SCCYTT,
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY, CITY OF MURRAY
,
SOUTHERN TAX SERVICES, LLC,CALLOWAY
JOHNNY SCRUGGS,THE UNKNOWN PERSONS. IF
ANY,
WHO MAY CLAIM AN INTEREST IN 'THE SUBJEC
T PROPERTY
BY. THROUGH OR UNDER JOHNNY SCRUGGS,
DEFENDANTS,

DEFENDANTS.
By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by
the Calloway Circuit
Court on September 28, 2009, in the above cause. to satisfy
the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $30,580 45, I shall
proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway
County, Kentuckv.
to the highest bidder, at public auction on Thursday. March
25. 2010. at the
hour of 10:00 ain„ local time, or thereabout, the following
described property
located in Calloway County, Kentucky, with ita address
being 17 Jessim LamMurray, KY 42071. and being more particularly descnbed
as follows
Being Lot 5A of the Edwin E and Gennieve Lewis property
as platted in Plat
Book 19. Page 24. and replatted for subdividing in Plat
Book 22, Page 98. Slid,
2!II. as recorded in Calloway County Clerk Office Formerly
deecribed ae
A 1.014-acre tract of land am surveyed by the firm
of Tnnity Engineering. Inc of
Murray. Kentucky on July 19,1995 located on Seth Avenue
approximately 4
miles North of the City of Murray, Kentucky, and being
known as Lot 5 of the
Edwin E and Gennieve Lewis property 'Minor Plat recorded
in Plat Book "'i
Page 24 and betng more particularly described as follows
Beginning at a ea rebar • seti 25 feet East of the mnterline
of Seth Avenue a rai
approximately 669 72 feet North of the centerline of Lassiter
Road, said rebar
being the southwest corner of Lot 4 and the northwest
corner of the herein
described tract of land,

Thence South 88* 11' 061 Welt for a distance of 469.63 feet
with the north line of
Lot 6 to a s4 rebar set i 25 feet East of the centerline ofSeth
Avenue, said rebar
being the northwest comer of Lot 6 and the southwest
corner of the herein
described tract of land,

The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or
credit basis of thirty i30 ,
days, but if sold on a credit of thirty 1301 days, the
purchaser shall deposit with
the Commissioner ten percent • 10%)of the purchase
price and execute bond
with good and sufficient surety for the remainder, beanng
interest at 12% per
ennum from the :tate of sale until paid, and fully due
and payable within tiurty
days A lien shall be retained on the property as
additioruil security. All debar.
fluent taxes, if any, shall be aacertained and paid
by the Commissioner, but the
property shall be sold subject to the current ad valorem
taxes.
This 3rd day of March, 2010.
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commisaioner
Calloway Circuit Court

s
PLAINTIFF

VS NOTICE OF SALE

DANNY IC ROGERS and his wife, KIMBERLY
ROGERS,STARKS BROTHERS HOMES,INC
CALLOWAY COUNTY, KEN"TUCKY,

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered
by the Calloway Circuit
Court on November 9. 2009. in the above cause, to satisfy
the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $42,273 47,
I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway
County, Kentucky,
to the highest bidder, at public auction or. Thursday
, March 25, ?.010. at the
hour of 10.00 a m , local time, or thereabout, the following
deacribed pmperty
located in Calloway County, Kentucky, with its sderese
being 8334 State Rout.
121 North, Murray, KY 42071, and being more particular
ly descnbed as follows

THE ANNUAL SPRING BRUSH PICKUP FLAS
BEEN SCHEDULED FOR THE
CITY OF MURRAY. ALL PROPERTY OWNERS
SHOULD HAVE BRUSH
READY FOR PICK-UP BY THE DATES LISTED BELOW.
ACTUAL START
DATES FOR EACH SECTION MAY VARY DEPEND
ING ON THE AMOUNT OF
BRUSH IN PREVIOUS SECTIONS.

U S. BANK, N.A.,
PLAINTIr

VS. NOTICE OF SALE

UNKNOWN DEFENDANT SPOUSE OF JOYCE
D. HASTY, UNICNOWN DEFENDANTS, WHO ARE THE
HEIRS OR DEVISEES OR LEGATEES OF JOYCE D
HASTY AND THEIR SPOUSES,AND ANY L'NKNO
WN
PERSON WHO MAY HAVE AN INTEREST IN THE PROPER
TY
WHICH IS THE SUBJECT MXITER OF THIS ACTION,
=FINANCIAL,INC., COUNTY OF CALLOWAY,
SHERRI GAIL HASTY, UNICNOWN DEFENDANT,
SPOUSE OF SHERRI GAIL HASTY RACHEL DEAN
DENNIS.
UNKNOWN DEFENDANT,SPOUSE OF RACHEL
DEAN
DENNIS, TERRY LYNN HASTY, MARJORIE HASTY,
WILLIAM BRUCE HASTY, TRACY HASTY,
DEFENDANTS

SPRING BRUSH PICK-UP

MONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No, 09-CI-00226

I)ISCEABIER
When accessuog the
-help wanted- section
on our classifieds
*eloper at
murrayledgtr COM,
1-4.1 will be redirected
to jobnetwork coin
By default.
Murray A/141 local iob
listings will appear on
this website
However, as a nabonal
website, not all listings
on the ptinetwork coin
are placed through
the Murray I-edger
& Tunes Please call
us if you have any
guesuons regarduig
the Murrav area
job listings Thank you

hol tests. May be
required to submit to a
Criminal background
check. Apply for this
job at the nearest KY
Office of Employment
& Training Division of
Workforce
Employment Services
Office using job listing
number KY0396802.

Wages:
$7.25
$8.00/hour.
3/4 of
hours listed on job
order
guaranteed.
Work tools cvill be provided at no cost. Free
housing provided lo
those who cannot reasonably retum to their
permanent residence
each
working day.
Transportation & subsistence paid when
50% of contract is met.
Physically able to meet
& perform all lob specifications. May
be
required to take random drug andior alco-

HAIRDRESSERS
needed. Weil established. high traffic
salon. Booth rental.
270-227-9319.

1
VAS"
‘

<%4.* Savings!
e
subscnbe to the
e

IMMEDIATE OPENING
NEED EXTRA CASH?
• Minimal Hours • Monthly Pay
Taking Applications for

County Route Carrier For
The Murray Ledger & Times
- Must have own automobile, good driving
record and vehicle insurance. Six day per
week delivery. Interested persons should
come by and pick up an application at
The Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave.

PLEASE NO PHONE CALLS

e

LOZER &TIMES

e

e

Home Delivery
1 3 sho
--.330411
1 6 ma.
..SKOO
I
1

Long
c000.ai
3 no.---$33.011
6 on.--WA
1 yr.--SUM*

I

AS Other Ms&
Soinorntions
on.-.MA
6 me.--MAO
yr. -.--.$145.16

1 yr.--SM.*
Rest of KY/TN
•Paressr & Bachaven)

I 3 mo...-.--$7.39 3
6 me.-.---$110.00
1 yr....-.....$1.14.110i 1
Cheek

Money (*der

N'isa

Name
I St. Address__
City

_____

State
1

Z

Daytime

Ph

_

1

Ms ,I this coupon with perne441,trz„.41t
Murray Ledger & TiMPI
P.() BOX 1040
Murray, KY 4'2071
i1r call i2701 753-1916
.66d*

4

1
a

CLASSIFIEDS

2B • V%ednesda)., Manch 24, 2010
060

126
112111
He[ 17--1maed

un non

11104

SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS VACANCY
CALLOWAY COUNTY SCHOOLS
The Calloway County Board of Educaeon Icurrent ADM of 3,300 students
PS-12) rs aeeking
andenclual to serve as Supenntendent ot Sthoois with
the necessary skies and cornrnrtment to continue the drstrict's successful
movement through rts visior and mission. towaro achievrng its highly
aggressive academic ane non-academic goals The candidate must
demonstrate exemplary instructional management, commuracalion and
organizational skills and be a team builder vA-io will be actively involved ir
the community while mairitainong a strong presence in the distnct by berng
available ane approachable Callowee County Schools consists ot
a preschool. three elementary schools. ooe middle school. one hrgh
school. and a day treatment center Candidates must head or be eligible
tor a Kentucky certffication tor School Supenntenoent Salary arra benefits
will be regonally competreve and negotiable veer tee contract to begin
August 1. 2010 All applicants must subma 8 copies of a cover letter
resume application copy of certificate(s) ano iranscnpts as well as letters
and recommendations/references to Jan Pigg Calloway County Board ot
Education, PO Box 800, Murray, Keetticky 42071 For additional
information, please call 270-762-7300 or visit eereesakwayeayaceeeleele.
All applications must be received by Apar 12, 2010
Calloway County Schools is an Equal Educatron and Empioyer Insteurear

Recruiting and On-Boarding Specialist
Currentty we are looking for a Recruiting
and On-Boarding Specialist to join our
Human Resources Department This
position will be responsible for researching
target area c,anchdate pools. turnover
analysis. ROI and costs analyses. in
addition to interviewing, conducting
onentation, coordinating schedules.
recrurting and extending offers of
employment. This is a great opportunity
for an individual with recruding or HR
generalist experience to interact, assist
and coordinate the on-boareing of
new employees.
Requirements
02-5 years recruiting expenence
strongly preferred
•BASS certification desired
•PHR certification a plus
• Excellent customer service skills,
decision-making skills and ability to
work in a fast-paced environment_
We offer:
Competitive pay vacation. benefits &
401K.
To apply:
email resumes to
pd utton C marq uettetrans . corn
EOE M/F,'V

060
Help Maid
PART-TIME
housekeeping needed fci
cleaning
resort
Weekends required
Susan 436-2345
TEMPORA.RY
re of openings- 1C
Tobacco. Hay/Straw, &
General Agnculturar
Workers Needed
Charles Guess &
Roger A. Knoth
• Lyon Co.. KY
•04/ 2 5/ 2010°1/5/2011
Wages:
$7.25
$8.00/hour. 3r4 of
hours listed on lob
order
guaranteed.
Work tools will be provided al no cost. Free
housrng provided to
those who cannot reasonabty return to Mee
permanent residence
each working day.
Transportatior & subsistence pwd when
50% of contract Is met
Physicaliy able to meet
& perform all sob specifications. May
be
requrred to take random drug endear alcohol tests. May be
required to subma to a
criminal backgrouno
check. Apply tor this
lob at the nearest KY
Office of Employment
& Training Division of
Workforce
Employment Services
Office using job listing
number KY0396759
TEMPORARY
of openings. 6
Tobacco. Hay/Straw. &
General Agricultural
Workers Needed
West Farms
Lyon Co. & Tngg Co..
KY
05/01/201°12/31/2010
Wages: $8.00/hour.
3/4 of hours listed on
icib order guaranteed.
Work tools will be provided at no cost Free
housing provided to
those who cannot reasonabty retum to thee
permanent residence
each working day
Transportation & subsistence paid when
50% of contract is met.
Physically able to meet
& perform all rob specifications May
be
required to take random drug ancVor alcohol tests
May be
required to submrt to a
criminal background
check Apply for this
job at the nearest KY
Office of Employment
& Training Division of
Workforce
Employment Services
Office using iota lasting
number KY0396811

060
Help Warted

TEMPORARe
*of ope.ntngs 6
Tobacco. Hay/Straw.
Row Crop, Produce &
Greenhouse Nursery
Workers Needed
Dan Winters & Charlie
Burkeen
Graves Co. & Calloway
Co . KY
0 4 20i2O 1 012/012010
Wages
$7.25
S8.00/hour. 3/4 of
hours listed on rob
order
guaranteed
Work tools will be prorimed at no cost. Free
housing provided to
those who cannot reasonabiy return to their
permanent residence
each working day
Transportation & subsistence pare when
50°.e ot contract is met.
Physically able to meet
& perform all joto specifications. May
oe
required to take random drug and/or alcohol tests_ May be
requirera to submit to a
Criminal background
Check Apply for this
iot al the nearest KY
Office of Employment
& Training Division of
Workforce
Employment Services
Office using lob listrng
number KY0396809.

TEMPORARY
* of openings. 6
Tobacco., Hay/Straw,
Row Crop. Produce &
Greenhouse Nursery
Workers Needed
Andrew P Lester
Lyon Co KY
O 4/25 20 1 0 12/30/2010
$7,25
Wages
$8 00/hour. 3/4 of
hours listed on rob
order
guaranteed.
Work tools will be provided at no cost. Free
housing provided to
those who cannot reasonably return to their
permanent residence
each working day
Transportation & sub
sistence paid when
50,̀
.of contract ts met
Physically abie to meet
& perform all job spec,fications May
be
required to take random drug anctior alcohol tests
May be
required to submit to a
criminal background
check. Apply for this
rob at the nearest KY
Office of Employment
& Training Division of
Workforce
Ernployrnent Services
Office using tob
number KY0396504

GET THIS 13E11
AD FOR ONLY,
$75.60 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Cormialleis

Name To Ase

MDM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Hapairserpgrades
759 3556

New year new home
14X70 2010 model
3 bed, 2 bath home
$29.999 delivered and
set Ends 3-15-10
Call Clayton HOMOS
73f -564-9429

140
Sant to len
ANTIQUES. CaN Larry
'53-3633

[ Mabee Henn Fw Ron

BUYING
runk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235,
'27-6004
BUYING old U S Coe
Paying
collections
Slue Book value
293-6999
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
G000s. 519 S. 12th.
Murray.
Chest freezer,
753-6567
Wanted scrap metal.
oars, trucks. VVill pay
cash & pick up.
270-350-5495.

2 brig prom dresses
Size 7/8 teal blue, size
2 beige) taupe re/ srze
8 mechum shoe
270-293-2153 leave
message
CHAFFEUR electric
mobility
scooter,
condition
Excellent
veth new batteries,
$400 obo. 759-4336
after 5:00 pm
GOi_F carts 293-6430

Wages:
$7.25
$8.001hour. 3/4 of
hours listed On Job
order
guaranteed
Work tools will be proyrded at no cost. Free
housing provided to
those who cannot reasonably retum to their
permanent residence
each working day
Transportation & subsistence paid when
50% of contract is met
Physically able to meet
& perforrn all iob spec,fic.ations. May
be
required to take random drug andior arc°
hal tests
May be
required to submrt to a
cnminal background
check Appty for this
roe at the nearest KY
Office of Employment
& Training Division of
Workforce
Empl,:yrnent Services
Office using job listing
number KY0393519.
TEMPORARY
of openings: 8
Tobacco, Hay/Straw,
Row Crops, Produce &
Greenhouse Nursery
Workers Needed
P P & L Enterpnses
Calleway C,o.. KY
0 4 r' 2 8 / 2 0 1 0
122e/2010
Wages:
$7.25
$8.00/tiour. 3/4 or
hours listed on aob
order
guaranteed.
Work tools vell be provided at no cost. Free
housing provided to
Mose retio cannot reasonably return to their
permanent residence
each working day.
Transportation & subsistence paid when
50% of contract is met
Peysically able to meet
& perform all lob specficatrons. May
be
required to take random drug andior alcohol tests. May be
required to submit to a
criminal background
check Apply for this
lob at the nearest KY
Office of Employment
& Training Division ot
Workforce
Employment Services
Office using job listing
number KY0396672.

CHILDCARE openings
daytime, atter-school
References. reasonable rates, daily preschool activities. well
balanced meals.
270-226-0205.
270-349-0133.
HOUSE & Office
cleaning References
293-3253
pre-enrolling
NOW
children ages 0-5 yrs.
at Chnstian childcare
center. located at 810
Whitnell by Neon
Beach. Full-time child
care rates $110hveek.
Parteene rate $23'day.
767-1177 Come grow
wrth

NEW Fishing Tackle.
Crappie & Bass
Feelow wholesale
pr•ces 155 Ragsdaka
Rd Murray. KY WedSun 8-nir 474.2774
/Mr
•
•

M

Mb'II =

ONE-BEDROOM
duplex apartment in
city on Cardinal Dnve,
wrth yard Just redecorated Fnoge. stove, 2
new AC unrts No pets
$300 rent
Watersewerarash
paKI by landlord.
270-767-1176.

1 OR 2br apts near
ociwntown
Murray
Lease and deposit
requrred 753-4109

3BR. 2BA. no pets
$700/mo + $700
deposit, 293-5423
3BR. 2BA, very nice.
1800 Valley Dr
$700/mo. 753-53.44
4BR, C/1-0.4 all apple
ances Coleman RE
753-9898
Calloway Garden
Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive
Murray. KY 4207l
Ooe and Two
Bednairn Apartment,
270-7534556
'roe 1400-545-1833
Ext. 21ta
EMI,/ OppOrlyne, Joe

4 Bedroom house
C/H/A, washer & dryer
$650 month 753-0606
FOR Sale or Lease
3BR 2 Bath lakefront
property with dock, 2
1 t2 car garage
270-873-7826
SMALL 2BR. appliances furnished. $395
rent & utilities $395
deposit, 1yr lease. no
pets. 270-753-6156.
WATERFRONT rental
Panorama Shores
Close to town 2-3
bedroom house . 2bath Attached garage
Dock Great yard vett
patio $90000 month
Call Jeff
(270)978-0559

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

st

10=1) tos_ss_•_•.•
•

BAGS .e.

•
•
MANG •

JUST ARRIVED

0

Spring & StlITIMeT
Handbags & Jewelry •
-All New Italian"
.
V)
Fashion Sunglasses
Select Items 20qBooth 4166

Trends 81. Treasures Mall
(Old Uncle Jeff's Building)

EC=
VACUUM clearrers
Electrolux. Kaby
Rainbow. Jerry
Sporting Goods.
Mayfield
Applknom
L__
LARGE
SELECTION
WAD APPLiANCES
WARD ELKINS;
r•
' •

(210) 753-1713

CARRAWAY Fumrture
Mattress Saiel Sets
starting at $14995
105 N 3rd 753-1502

Motorcycle helmets
ackets, boots, saddle
bags. Jerry Sporting
Goods. Mayfield. KY

EXCEPTIONALLY
nice, large 2 bedroom
with deck and outside
storage. Ali appliances
Includreg washor.
dryer. and drshwasher
$510/mo. 759-58E5 or
293-7085
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 & 2br units.
Rent based on income.
Mobility impairment
Phone:
accessible.
492-8721. Mon &
Thurs
10-12arn. TDO No.
1-800-648-6056 Equal
Housing Opportunity.
LARGE 2BR. 2BA.
C/H/A, 1.5 blocks from
plus
MSU. $425
deposit. References
required. 492-8069,
970-8412.

' 0'
Santsorslory, Again aril, Alt 1 Mt3113 /4-1/4/1..
-7-7-ke• L -Este* C.TicAttprill., Gi-covilairf .eat.fea bet"
A 151hicbtr t air Pares IScaaaitlhi CTI Maar-rasy. IIC If
From Murray Aiong Hwy 641 Soutn At Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet Proceed South 1.5 Mlles To Tom Taylor Trait Turn
Right And Proce-ed West i 7 Meese
1 759 rum Taylor Traii, Murray. KY 42071

mo.dii_ 411411- AL.C.IFIra ES.
In 4 Tracts And In Combinations

3f3R. IBA, W&D
included. $650/mo.
$650idep. 603
Sycamore. 3BR, IBA,
1710 Farrner Ave.
$750/mo. $750/dep
(270)293-4600
(270)293-3710

1B19. price reduced,
various
locations
Coleman RE
753-9898

"Ail•'Z.1_,_11,-1._1Sliiff.' 1

A Nice Calloway County Setting
Farmland - Pasture - Trees - Hunting
Homesites - A Cozy_
Country Home
•.:411

G&C
STORAGE end
PROPANE
119 E 'Aare
r270.1 753-6266
Cell. (270) 293-418.3
9 a.m. - 4 p.m M-F

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 St. Rt 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562

MB( N

-ofyi

•

,...1

Buy Any lndrviduai Tract I
nation Of Tracts
,
OCrbi Entire Pro
41116Z r°111iii
"
'
a."( CtillatrY U64
111196 Dose WKS A Illealanwe Osuasoll Of 03,0103.110 Pw Truest, Sagairme Ira 30 OM"
-< jarriaarcash.com For Mar Survey And Details!

JA MIES R u- - CASH
,77•4"..E, AUCTIONEER
BROKER
:
IC
;

&REAL ES-TATE
FANCY FARM. KY- 270:623-8466
-tiff .tif 1 I IN(; r",14, .-trriN,i

Ude Property
Good horse hay
$2 50-Bale/new &
used Tackandles,
Saddles. blankets.etc
(270)436-54-42
LOCALLY grown premium hay. Available at
all
times. Atfalfa,
mixes. grass mixes
Square and round
bales. Some wrapped
High protein, TDN.
Students & truckers
welcome
270-753%48 betore 9:00pm
400
Yard Salo

MOVING SALE
1104 FAIRLANE DR.
THURS, FRI
& SAT
3/25, 3/26, & 3/27
8:00-5:00
RAIN OR SHINE
Futon Tractor,
alothes, furnIture
tools etc

YARD SALE

8:00-?
Furniture
household
goods, clothes,
books, LP & 45
records,
table saw

Fee! Estate

LOT $8.500. 753--6012

MANAGERS Special
New 24 X 40
3 Bed 2 Bath Home
Delivered and setup
Only $39,999 Come
and see
Call Clayton Homes
731-584-9429
NEW 24X48 home
3 Bed, 2 Bath House
only $49,999
Delivered and setup
ends 3-15-10
Call Clayton Homes
731-584-9429

LARGE 3BR apt,
nei,vry remodeled on
campus, CM/A, W&D,
$600 water. sewage &
trash furnished, no
pets 759-4696,
293-4600
w/d,
1BR.
NICE,
smoke fiee. no pets,
yr lease $350/mo
226-8006
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Appiy at Mur-Cal Apts
SO2 Northwood Dr
Monday.
weanesoay, Friday
Prev-ie 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD *1-800-646-6056
lis.stOsit tst•

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
enside climate control
storage
•Securrty alarmed
-Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

All real estate ad•ertnnl berme
as sulwect to the Federal Fa,
Housmg Act whab make,
illegal to adverts. am peer,
ewe, Innitimon or drannuna•
bon bawd on rife. oak, relo
pest handkap, tanulul .ta
tus or national owl. or mtenbon tu make ars such prefer
ewes,Initanuo,or dooms.
hon
Nate Sao,torbkl descrumnarsn
iw sale Midi adverno,c,
ot real estate based on Noon
addlnon to !hone prienled
urrier lederal lass
knonIngls accept am
adwettung tor rear estate whin+
n not m molabon of Ihe law All
persons are hereby infomed
thal all dwellings advertased are
avallabie on an equa/ opporto
run bake.
For bother enntantr u;th Falr
Housing AdsertsNoy requitement, contact \AA Counsel
Rene !A lam.(713!64is 1IC

AKC
registered
Doberman Pinsche
puppies 9 wks. old
tales cut. dewclawed
Male-$400, FemaleShots
&
$350.
wormed.
731-336-7848
DOBERMAN Pinscher
AKC 6-male, 6-female.
ready in 5wks
270-753-0531
DOG Obedience
(270)436-2858

I-AKE LOT
INVENTORY BLOWOln SALE! Sat 3/27
Only
2.11 AC CREEKFRONT
Only
$32.900
W/ FREE BOAT
SUPS

SHIH-TZU puppies
AKC. CKC, shots
wormed, $300
270-251-0310
evenings

-Was $69,900"
Incredible wooded
acreage abuttrng private

Waft:petty

--

IIC

450
Homes For See

famrty farm or spec
tacular 160000 acre
recreational lake in
KYI EXCELLENT
FINANCING
Call eow 1-800-7043154 x 3452

Special!!
Burlders
Lot's
Oversized
Location
$25.000
Wisweil at King next to
Saratoga Spnngs
Financing Available.
Call 227-8393
WOODED lot in
Campbel Estates
1414 Oakhili Dr.,
145x 175. quiet cut-desac Call 978-0876 or
759-5469

[camra.

COUNTY road takes
yOU nght to 130 acres
more or les,s. 60 acres
KY adjoining 71 TN.
Calloway & Henry
Counties. Great for
hunting. 731-498-6117
Or

klrogers850yahoo co

FRI. & SAT.

MUM
STORAGE
iI
•Climate Con
•Electricity

,20

530
Swann I
$15.00 & up
T&B Lawn i
Adult owned
ed
978-5655. 75
L&M
LAWN SE
Mewing, Mai
laadstap
leaf Vacua
Satodfaabolis au
753-191f.
0.00 Cost Est
227-9641
AFFORDABL;
Carpentry
•Remodeling
•Screened Po
•Garages
•Water & Ter
Damage
*Decks
•Homei Mobil:
Repair
436-5517
1(270)227-058
All Carpentry
New homes, A
Remodel, Sa,
Rotten floor
Siding.
Roofing. Mobil
Repair,
753-2353
Larry Nimmo
Laraansed & ins
142701293-40 •
ALDRIDGE
&McCuiston
•

Tea El410 SC31 CI AttaIsr Thi, Floral Estat4s
Nice Ord Saddles • Harness • Dinner Bell • Garden Tiller • Antique
Barnyare 'mere-meets And Collectibres • Yard Furniture • Krtchen Tabie And
Chairs • Sofa •Side Chairs• End Tables•3 Piece Bedrooni Suite • Antique
Dressing Table • Side Tables • Antique Collectibles • Collectible Giassware
• Pots Pans Kitchen Miscellaneous • Household Miscailaneous • Washer
• Refrigerator & More,'
COMPLETE SETTLEMENT DAY OF SALE!!

Mum) i edger & limes Feu
Honstog
Notsce

EVERETT upnght
piano, $600
Call-436-2533 lea ve•
message

91 Internal*
dump truck.
diton, new •
lob. good lir:
293-1862
1980 GMC
truck 350.
$1,200. 270-

;
r *---'''
1"'"er."I'!-Ifer•frj

Tract 4 - 81.96 Acres
FARMLAND
Woods - Pastors -

411 S. 6TH ST.

RENTALS
MINI,STOILAGE
7.10 S.4TH ST.
(maw af 121S. & t..kadaie
10X10 $25 10x15 SS
1270) 436-2524
(270, 293-6906

05 Dodge
whrte
front and re •
ry dvdicd •
tires. good
Asking $6.51
270-489-24
270-293-49
:nr
•T

14FT Arkans
Traveler boat
er S250 753

Tract 1 - 6.438 Acres
Super Tract Fronds" Tom Taylor Troll

R

•

1
Tract 2 - 5.063 Acres
14anss WIth Gas Nat, Upstairs, Visa
tarns - Nidisp - Lana
nes Ilan Has Ben Novell BY n•
Crepe Feely Fs Mari liars!
Shown By AppoIntsrientl I

Tract 3 - 1.740 Acre*
Groat Roam:site //

Murray I

;

:
7

a
l- 1

( is-ir-44.-31-iE Accic-ir-icoisi)

Hares POI Rent
2BR. 2BA. no pets. no
lease required.
$425mo. 753-3949

1BR. 1BA apt 2 blks
from MSU $275/mo
752-1178

r

os Fangs

NICE 2 bedroom. no
pets 753-9868

2BR near MSU, appliances furrusned,
CAVA Coleman RE
753-9898

060
Help Wonted
TEMPORARY
of openings. 7
Tobacco. Hay/Straw
Row Crops. Produraa &
Greenhouse Nursery
Workers Neeoed
Michael Overbey, Ted
Darnell. Terry Lee,
David L Watsor.
Calloway C.4., KY
0 5 , 0 1/20 1 012/10/2010

NE NLY
remodeled
2BR, $295 No cats
753-6012

Murray Ledger & Times

Ele.
Since 9,
24 noun se.
Res.. Com
Licensed &: I
All jobs - hir.2 •

753-95
Sport Utley Yeticiss
$$$NEW 2010 Toyota
Rav4 Lirnitedleather.
S295 per month.
$2,000 Cash or trade
down. KY tax included!
Details call (270)7534961.$$$
20n0 Ford Explorer
AWD, 154K, loaded.
sunroof, $4,8ue obo.
270-217-6255

460
Homes For Salo
2,100 sq. ft. 4BR
screened
2 5BA,
porch, 2 car attached
garage on 2 acres. 5
,iiinutes from Murray
Call 270-853-1999.
2009 brick home
2,100 sq.tt. living
space.
3BR, 2BA 1 • acre.
doubte garage, sunroom hilttop view. 12
mile to Murray. City
water & gas By owner
$144,000.
270-519-8570
IMMACULATE bria
home, completely ROW
throughout new CiA/F1
unit, roof, appliances,
hardwood
floors
throughout. 3BR, 2BA
detached garage On 2
large lots. $98.000.
753-9887
LARGE home in country with acreage 5 to
85. 6 BFI, 6.5 BA, pool,
gym, play rooms, large
decks, patio, lots of out
buildings. 3 acre lake
good hunting & fishing
559-2032.
NEW home 3 BR, 2
BA. 2 car garage
patio, cathedral ceritrigs. concrete drive.
energy efficient features Rebates still
available. 210-3781 Or
559-2032

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
We Finance
honandmctorsoles core
2TO-75,14451
2009 white. Hyundai
accent
hatchback
7100-miles. 37-42mrkg,
10yr/100,000 mile warranty. $13,000
293-1193, 293-9829.
2002 Nissan Maxima
SE,6-CD changer with
Bose sound.
rear-spoiler. moon-roof
and alloy wheels
Call-(270)293-7888
01 Monte Carlo SS,
leather, moon-roof,
loaded. sharp, $3,900
OBO. 978-5655

0% for 5 years on
2010 Vans-. Corolla
Matrix. Camly.
(Ex Hybrid) Avalon
Rav4. Highlander.
Tundra
Ends April 5
Toyota ot Murray
753-4961

5.100 Square Foot Home For Sale
Ow"
-NM -11

LAMB'f.
PROFESSIC
TREE SEM
f,li reronele,
rre e;-• •
Otter err .2 .r
oeh
(270)436-21
1270)293-1'
436-2867 Lam.
Professional Tr:
Service. Comp!:
removal, gutter
cleaning, haulm
Insured Emergr
293-1118
:4-36-5141 A-AF
ABLE Haufing
out garages, .
junk & tree work
A-SAP TR;
SERVICE
•Large Tre
Removal •Tnrn
*Slump Grin.
•Hangers
ServicIng Ber
Hardm & Miry'
(270) I I
(270)252-41
ADAMS Horne
Improvement
Aciddions Rem•
Roofing Vinyl '
Laminate
Repairs workers
Insured
227-2617
ANDRUS Exca
and Septic Sys
Dozer. back h.:
track
hoe
Installation and
on septic sys
Now offering •
tank pumping.
credit cards acc•
978-0404
APPUANCE RE •
SERVICE & P
(270) 293-8726
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
BELCHER Paine
Residential &
Commercial. Into
Extenor. Free
Estimates.
270-293-2028-Jer

TRAVE
ASPH A-11
Paaing.. Sedlenat

1214 Dogwood Dr. Murray
Downstairs- Living Roorn. den. kitchen.
2BR. study, 2-1 72BA
Upstairs Master BR, Living Room, 2BR,
2BA. 2 car garage, spacious yard
Call owner at 753-1370 or 227-3483

ItrotA

270-753-22.
LAWN Mowing.
estimates. Call
Fox at 270-492-•
270-293-0034

ger & Times

r

_

05 Dodge Caravan
whrte w, blue interior
front and rear air. factory evcIdcd player gob
tires good condition
Asking $6.500
270-4439-2477
270-293-4955

COISW )

vies,'
D A-1111sLer he,
'
say. et V
ain Taylor
r Trail Turn
4207 1

illiglamd Trucks

[Mg
'untIng
Vomit
Acres
stairs, Wel
Lakes
wed By The
Ey Yews!
ntrnentll

91 International tn-axle
dump truck. Good con
diton. new bed & pain
icob. good tires
293-1862
1980 GMC step side
truck 350. automatic.
S1,200. 270-978-7218
& Maim
14FT Arkansas
Traveler boat and trailer $25C, 7E:3 644E,

I
3irial Tract, I
Of Tracts
▪ Pro
won la XI

CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & limes

I
I

Dime

Details! >states
er • Antique
en Tabie And
urte • Antique
le Glassware
)us • Washer

$30
Services Offered

S15 DO & up
T&B Lawn Service
Adult owned & operated
978-5655 759-9295

BAILEY S
LAWN CARE &
DIRT SERVICE
NA,,„
•Tnnviiing
Affordable Rat.,
(270)293-3161
BRUSH & Hammer.
Painting.
&
repairs. decks pressure washed and
stained. 436-2228.
CHASE Futrell LawnCare. 8yrs. exp.
293-8814
DitllsALL FUTAIR
iSe.PAINTMC.
1.1141I CAIIPENTIO"
kl
ESTINIATts

(270)873-9916
DSW CUSTOM
PAINTING
Resident •
Cornmer.,ia.
Free Estimates
(270)226-0505 Dave

YEARRY'S
Tree
Service Free est
mates Phone
436-2562. 227-0267

NEWSOME S
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing season is
coming up So
give mc a call for
your tree estimate
Corey 0
(270)705-1037
118.'S
mist ruction
Remodeling.
1.IA'
•Ronling *Siding.
•110e4 k *Rath A
it0;4
rir 1.
rat- Estimates'
otti., • 2.
.
40
21111
rf.Or? -102014

MILLS & SON
PRESSURE
WASHING
Vonil t.ktur.g.
ttibtroti
Buck • Concrete
Decks. Fer,..e.

Horoscope

Wednesday, March 24, 2010 • 3B

JMAM features new exhibit

by Jacqueline Bigar
HAITI
BIRTHDAI
for
Thursday, March 25, 2010:

This year. events often catch you
off guard. Know that even if you
are surprised. you are capable of
handling whatever comes up.
You are in the last year of a 12year cycle. Often people let go of
what doesn't work in their lives.
Stellar happenings might help
isolate these areas. If you are single, romance can be passionate
and exciting. Enjoy, but take
your time making long-term
commitments. If you are
attached. share your challenges
and desires more often with your
significant other. The friendship
between you is key. LEO displays passion.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so:
I -Difficult

CAD1L. Ky. - Cadiz
Community Art Center is
pleased to announce the upcoming exhibit at Janice Mason Art
Museum of 76 works by the
Kentucky
Women's
Photography Network. The
group engaged Tracy Robb, an
instructor at ITT Technical
Institute in Evansville, Ind. to
serve as curator.
The Kentucky Women's
Photography Network began in
2005 and exists to foster a cohesive community of Kentucky.
photographers. The Network is
open to all Kentucky women
photographers and embraces all
photographic techniques including film. digital. and scanned
imagery.
Exhibition dates are March
20 - April 25. Several of the
exhibiting members plan to
attend the opening reception on
Saturday. March 20 from 5 to 7
p.m. The Janice Mason Art
Museum is open Tuesday
through Saturday from 10 a.m.
to 4 p.m. and Sundays from 1 to
4 p.m. Evening hours can be
arranged for group tours.
Admission is free; donations are
greatly appreciated.
Southem
Kentucky
Independent Theatre and Janice

ARIES (March 21-AprIl 19)
PhOto provided
Though you might be
"Hunnewell Arboretum I. Wellesley, Massachusetts," by Non
hesitant, tap into your unusual
(270)2P-61160
Grace Hall of Lexington, is a featured work in the new exhibit
creativity and dynamic energy.
L&M
What you believe is workable
at Janice Mason Art Museum.
L4WN SERVIC1
MOORESLawn
might not be, despite all efforts.
Mowing, Manicuring,
Service Mowing, trimMason Art Museum are sub- Community Art Center with
Your resourcefulness could make
landscaping &
ming & bush hogging
sidianes
of
the
or break a situation Tonight: On
Cadiz state tax dollars and federal
• leaf Vacuuming
Free Estimates
top of your game.
Community Art Center. The funding from the National
Satisfaction guaranteed
270-293-5896 or
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
Kentucky Arts Council, the state Endowment for the Arts.
270-7671866
753-1816 727-0611
*** Stay centered and direct in
arts agency, supports the Cadiz
MOWING and
0.00 Cost Estimate
your dealings. You could be on
Tnmming small to
227-9641
top of your game, despite some
large. Dependable.
AFFORDABLE
personal uproar and a need to rereliable. gutters
Carpentry
examine an issue. Focus on
FUTRELL'S
Tree
mulch. shrubs
*Remodeling
work A move or change could be
Service
tnmmed, hauing, 11
*Screened Porches
slated. You wonder about the
Trimming.
removal.
years experience.
*Garages
possibilities ahead. Tonight:
stump gnnding,
Steven 767-9178 or
*Water & Termite
Relax at home.
firewood. Insured.
ASH1NGTON - U.S travel to Vir'ashingion and learn Washington. DC.
Damage
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
489-2839
O'BRYAN TREE
*Decks
***** Your style and way of Represenzative Ed Whitfield about the federal government
Attached is a photograph
& DEBRIS
*Home/ Mobile Home
Greer, Acres
handling others emerges. State (KY-01) met with Murray State and the impact it has on farming,
from
yesterday's meeting.
• Locally owned
Repair
Lawn Care
University
Agricultur
e
students
while
taking
your case with the full knowledge
advantage of all the
A Cut Above The
436-5517
and operated
Pictured from left to right are
of what you want. Investigate in Washington yesterday to dis- city has to offer."
Rest
1(270)227-05.97
• Free Estimates
new possibilities with an open cuss the importance of agnculThe students visited the students
Katie
Bialczik,
•Shnk and tree
All Carpentry Conti.
• Lic &
mind. Listen to feedbadc from tura' education.
Capitol yesterday in honor of Samantha Anderson, Curtis
trimming
New homes, Additions
others in a meeting. Pressure
270-703-1021
"Farming is an integral part National
*Gutter cleaning
Ag
Day. The Dame, Congressman Whitfield,
Remodel, Sagging &
builds within a partnership. of the culture and
2707703-4005
*Other services
economy in Agriculture Council of Atnerica
Rotten floors Vinyl
Tonight: Hang out with a friend.
Professor Dr.Ryan Anderson
*Quality service at
Johhny
0
-Bryan
the
First
Congressional
Siding.
ACA) sponsors nearly 50 stuDecks,
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
affordable pnces.
and FarrnHouse International
District.**
Whitfield
Roofing, Mobile Home
said.
"I
am
dent
representa
tives
from
across
*** Be sensitive with your
753-4455
Repair.
POOR BOYS
financial dealings. You might feel always pleased when agriculture the country to participate in Fraternity Director of Chapter
753-2353
awkward and need a change. students have the opportunity to National Ag Week activities in Services Brian O-Banion.
LAWN
CARE
HALL'S WA,STE
Larry Nimmo
You could be overwhelmed by
Where
tne
prices,.
licensed & insured
MANAGEMENT
what is happening within a partareCtioaper omour
14270)293-4020
nership. YOU are settling and
•.
the fence,
ALDRIDGE
might need to revamp a project
&McCuiston Roofing
• Mulching.* G.uden
more to another's liking. Tonight:
759-1151 - 2'03-2783
Pre.P.•
Treat yourself on the way home. Staff Report
Kenneth Shadowen Performing the world. The show was wntten
293-278-1
Hill Electric
services a ,1,1,t^.1e.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
'sin,'e ..)!Eri
BENTON, Ky.
The Arts C'enter.
by Alain Boublil and Claude***** Your energy could
(270)227-9153
24 Notia
Hamilton CLIO:le
Marshall County. High School
Based on the 1862 novel by
make you assertive to a point
Res., Corn.. Ai Ind.
Fine
Arts
Departmen
&
Marble
t
will
presFrench author Victor Hugo. the Michel Schonberg, with music
PROLAWN Scheduled where others see you as pushy.
Licensed & Insured
330'1 5t. Rt 121N.
Lawncare 1st mowing Don't be so efficient that you for- ent "Les Mistrables" at 7 p.m. show is one of the best-known by Schonberg and lyrics by
All jobs - hig or small
free 270-293-1924
get the role of charm, OK? March 25, 26 and 27 at the and most performed musicals in Herbert Kretzmer.
753-8087
753-9562
Realize what is going on behind
bler NrItirdroci. • 2.1-1722
scenes. Perhaps the less
DivIrstr. Hour, ti .11,• A AO.
David's Home the
LAMB S
said the better. Tonight. As you
PROFE.SSIONAL
Improvement like.
TREE SERVICE
- JUNK
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
1.1.(
ari F.
*** Feel comfortable taking a
REMOV
AL
zict
ntt
Aater Damaged Fryers
backseat. With all the strong perBraces & Fbor joists
oft, r ).;
sonalities and opinions, this atti'
We haul anything
Remodeling S Phimoing
tude works. Your creativity bubt lit
GOLDEN POND, Ky -- include:
the garbage mart
The Homeplace, Ciolden Pond
bles up in a conversation.
.^dti
(270)436-2867
.•3nce Wort
won't Call Mike
Looking for something to do
Sunday, Apnl 4 at 2.15 p.m., Planetanum, and Nature Station
Choose
the
right
moment for
4ccooteC
(270)293-1118 •
for free estimate.
your feedback, and you'll get the with the children over spnng Sunday Satan
in any combination of visits.
731-247-5422 reaction you desire. Tonight: Get break? Land Between The Lakes
436-2867 Lamb's
During special events. when
(270)227-6366
Monday,
Apnl
5
at
2:15
p.m.,
some
extra
sleep.
Professional Tree
270-293-2643
(LBL) National Recreation Area Creature Feature:
additional
fees are charged for
Fabulous
UBRA
(Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
Service. Complete tree
admission, the Fun Card can be
***** You could be over- offers a variety of events for all Flying Squirrels
LAMB'S TREE
removal. gutter
Simmon s Handyman
whelmed by a fnend's determina- ages during Spring Break Week
cleaning, hauiing. etc
SERVICE
Tuesday, April 6 at 2:15 p.m., used toward the total admission
& Carpentry Service.
tion. Might it not be easier to let at
Insured. Emergency
Nature
Station--A Creature Feature: Befriendin
cost. The cardholder simply
Over 25 years. Call
g
this person have his or her way? Celebratio
5100 OFF ON
293-1118
Don, Murray area
n of Our Critters!
pays the difference for either an
Our
Birds
of Prey
Difficulties occur when there are
5200 OR
436-5141 A-AFFORD519-8570.
adult or child admission for the
Spring break is a great time to
MORE
power plays. Let others express
ABLE Hauling. Clean
Wednesday
,
April
7 at 2:15
e,p.res
themselves, their ideas and their visit Woodlands Nature Station
special program.
* * *.* *
out garages, gutters.
p.m., Creature Feature: Our
direction Tonight: Only what you (NS),
junk & tree work
5 Star
Land Between The Lakes is
located in the North end of Awesome Opossum!
want.
Tile & Marble
managed by the Forest Service,
LBL. "Come on out and enjoy
SCORPIO
(Oct.
23
-Nov.
21)
A-SAP TREE
Thursday,
April
(270)753-2020
8
at
2:15
F1,11
U.S. Department of Agriculture,
**** Demands push you into our wildlife programs and out- p.m.,
SERVICE
C,A1
What in the World is a
action.
The
question
in
*Large Tree
partnership with "Friends of
remains:
door
activities.
Our
unique
Sr
prokRK'S .
Whistle-Pig?
When is enough enough? You grams
Removal •Tnniming
27 v.-- Exo
LBL." to provide public lands
are designed for families
I,A11
N
CARE.
will want to analyze more of your
•Stump Gnnding
Friday, Apnl 9 at 2:15 p.m.,
'
outdoor recreation and environdirections and choices. If you're a looking for fun and exciting For Goodness Snakes
*Hangers
*Roger R.Delgado
.1 eat tle.anip
mental education. LBL inforthings
to
do
boss,
with
Servicing Benton,
you
their
could
children
be
a
iot
harder
(270)382-2041
"Itik Fun,:
Saturday. April 10, Junior mation and maps are available
on
Hardin & Murray
your
employees
than
you
realduring
spring
break," said Carrie
her
Explorer Day at 9 a.m., Early on the website at www.lbl.o
ize. Tonight: Burning the candle
(270)530-0030
rg or
Szwed, public programs coordi(270)252-4111
at both ends.
Todd s Auto Detail
Bird Walk; at 10 a.m. to 1 p.m., by calling I -800-LBL-7077
t Itl MIL'•
or
nator
for NS. "
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
Pal auto detailing
\11M, I MA:MIAMI:
Making Your Own Hiking Stick: 270-924-2000. We encourage
21)
specializing
ADAMS Home
in
acid
Arc,.
These
programs
I.• I ..kr.
offer family at I p.m., Nature Discovery
visitors to review our website
rain removal YES
**** You keep pushing to see
improvement
'ill; 127- 195$
outdoor excitement. while pro- Hike: at 3 p.m.,
Slimy each season, and throughout the
Addrtions Remodeling
WE CAN refl.:we
the big picture. Whether you can
viding
a teaming experience."
acid rain spots froM
Roofing Vinyl Siding,
Salamanders.
achieve that goal remains to be
IF YOU ARE
season, for our Calendar of
Laminate
your vehicle glass!: seen. Financial pressure pushes
Floors.
NOT SATISFIED
On Easter Sunday, April 4,
Purchase an LBL Fun Card Events, updates on programs
Cali
Repairs. workers comp
.
today
at
•
you
to
find
an
expert.
Stop trying The Homeplace and Nature
WITH YOUR
this spring for discounted gener- and policies, and temporary trail
Insured
(270)205-9826'
to solve the problem on your
CURRENT
Station
open
at
1
p.m.
(270)
227-2617
admissions to the day-use and road closures. You can find
al
227-5648
own.
Tonight:
Let
your imaginaLAWN SERVICE
Programs offered during Spnng facilities. Fun CarcLs with 10 out more about "Friends
tion choose.
ANDRUS Excavating
AND LOOKING
of
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) Break Week at Nature Station visits are 530 and can be
and Septic Systems
TROYER'S
FOR A NEW
used at LBL" at www.friendsofibLorg.
****
Dozer, back hoe, and
Dealing
with a demandConstruction
ONE PLEASE
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Looking Back
Ten years ago
Published is a picture of Shaun
Workman demonstrating CPR
techniques to a group of Calloway County High School students during the farm safety show
at the West Kentucky Livestock
and Exposition Center. The photo
was by Staff Photographer Bernard
Kane.
Murray-Calloway County Park
and The Murray Bank will spun,
sor a lute flying contest on Man:h
25 at Chestnut Park. Anyone 17
years of age and younger may.
compete in the contest
Named to All Purcha.st Hig,h
School Girls Basketball Team were
Tiffany Lassiter of Calloway
County High School and Lindsey Lawson of Mumy High
School.
Twenty years ago
Published is a picture of Pete
Lancaster signing the last board
to go up in the newly renovated Playhouse in Park at the dedication ceremonies. Also pictured
is Pat Clement waiting to sign
the board The photo was by
Staff Photographer Todd O. Ross.
Births reported include a girl
to Traci and Mark Mattingly. a
boy to Corina and Darrell Pillow and a boy to Carolyn and
Gordon Boulton, March 22.
Dorothy Bazzell is serving as
worthy
matron
and Hardin
Alderice as worthy patron of Murray Star Chapter No. 433 of the
Order of the Eastern Star.
Thirty years ago
Mike Gottfried who has led
the Murray State University Racrs
football squad to the NCA Division 1-AN play of the last season, has resigned as coach. He
plans to returrn to the University of Arizona as offensive coordinator of the football team.
Mrs. Mary Rebecca (Becky)
Smith celebrated her 103rd birthday March 23. She is a resident
of West View Nursing Home,
Murray

Published is a picture of Murray High School Cheerleaders that
won second in the girls Varsity
region competition. They were
Stacy LaMastus..Leslie Hopluns.
Lisa Cleese, Nene Underhill, Mary
Burks, Suzanne Pitman, Lonna
Fu.T, Sharlisa Ford and Dinah
Hook
Forty ye,ars ago
Published is a picture of Robert
Lee Kelly of Division of Vocational Education State Department
of Education, who was speaker
at the meeting of the Callow ay
County Adult Fanner Class at the
Colonial House restaurant. Murray.
Elected as officers of the Murray State University' Home Exononucs Club were Cathy Farris.
president; Judy Kelso, vice president; Norma Waller. secretary. and
Jan Cooper, treasurer.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. James R. Venza
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Dickie Garland. March 17.
Fifty years ago
'Three men on staff of Parker
Motors. Murray, will he presented Ford Motor Company's 300500 Club Award. They are John
H Parker, Carlos Jones and James
• Parker.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Carlos Eldridge, a girl
to Mr. and Mrs Elisha Taylor, a
boy to Mr and Mrs Howard
Johnson, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs.Gene Dodd and a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Elvis Dick.
Sixty years ago
A record breaking crowd is
expected here for the Mule Day
Celebration planned on fourth
l‘londay in Murray. Sponsors are
Murray Rescue Squad and The
Murray Ledger & Times
Dr. Woodfin Hutson and Dr.
A.H. Titsworth, Murray dentists,
will be speakers at the meeting
of the Kentucky State Dental
Society meeting in Lt,uisville.

COMICS / FEATURES
Friends think clumsy woman's
bruises are evidence of abuse
DEAR ABBY: I'm a 27year-old woman who is a
'
klutz," which explains why I
often have bruises on my legs
and elbows. The other day,
while lunching with friends I
hadn't seen in a while, one of
them brought up the subject
of my bruises. (I had
rolled up the
sleeves of
my blouse
and
was
weiuing
a
skirt.)
I laughed
a
n
d
explained
how I got
them -- runBy Abrgall
ning off an
Van Bu ren
elevator
before the door had opened
all the way, tripping while
climbing some stairs, and crashing into the coffee table and
nearly breaking my leg. My
friends exchanged knowing
looks and told me if I ever
needed anything -- ANYthing
-- they were there for
at
me and offered protection!
It became obvious that they
think my fiance caused the
bruises. I explained that I am
often in a hurry and accidentprone. They didn't believe me.
They just nodded and said, "Uhhuh ..."
I feel so humiliated. My
fiance has never laid a finger
on me I have never had a
healthier, more loving relationship, and it hurt that my fnends
think I'm a victim of domestic; abuse.
A birthday get-together is
coming soon and I don't feel
comfortable going now. I'm
worried they may tell others

Dear Abby

Murray Ledger & T:mes

Hormone-replacement
therapy has risks, benefits

what they "think" may be going
on behind closed doors. How
do I set the record straight'? - JUST CLUMSY IN AMARILLO

DEAR JUST CLUMSY:
You won't set the record straight
by hiding out and refusing to
face them. Doing so will only
fuel their unfounded suspicions, so attend the party. And
at the next girls' lunch tell
them, warmly, that you appreciate knowing they'll always
be there for you, and if they
ever need you for anything - ANYthing at ali -- you'll be
there for them, too. Say it
sweetly, with a smile, and above
all, do not appear defensive.
P.S. In the future, how about
slowing down, trying to be
more careful and watching
where you're going? One of
these days you could senously hurt yourself.
•••

DEAR DR. GOTT: Please
give 30111e ii4i1e ICC on hormonereplacement therapy. I arn 52 and
have been mamed to my second
husband for nearly 10 years We
have enjoyed 3. wonderful intimate relationship. but now as I
approach menopause, I feel that
I am losing
interest, and I
don't
want
that to hapgen
I
have
fnends who
rave
about
what
hormone replacement
therapy has
done
for
them
I'm
By
interested but
Dr. Peter Gott
not comfortable discussing the topic with my.
male doctor.
DEAR FtEADER: As a woman
enters menopause, the ()vanes
decrease production of bora estrogen and progesterone. This reduction CAUSCS mensruation and fertility to ultimati•ly cease. Common side effects of menopause
include hot flashes, vaginal dry:
ness. mood swtngs and more
Until several years ago, these
symptoms were thought to be best
treated with hormone-replacement
therapy (HR.() It appeared simple enough What the body was
no longer able to provide could
be handled easily by. medication.
At the time., it was also thought
that elevated estrogen levels could
ward off osteoporosis and heart disease and improve quality of Life.
HOWeVer, a Large clinical tnal
known as the Women's Health
Initiative (WI-11) determined that
HRT didn't provide what was
expected and. in reality, posed sorne
health risks. As the number of

Dr. Gott

hazards involving HRT grew,
physicians became less likely to
prescnbe hormone therapy
Estrogen alone hss beeri associates! Wall A slight increase tn
the nurnber of strokes and some
menopausal
symptono
Estrogeniprogestin combination
therapy has been linked to a
greater number of abnormal mainmugiarn reports Evidence is now
showing that the link between
increases] postmenopausal use of
HRT and breast cancer is stronger
and more conclusive Nonetheless, the benefits of shon-ierm
therapy outweigh the potential risks
one could expenence.
All is not negative, however
Estrogen 15 the most effective
treatment known for relief of hot
flashes, vaginal dryness. burning
and itching. HRT is believed to
decrease the nsk of colorectal
cancer Studies remain ongoing
but are incomplete regarding a
reduction in heart disease when
estrogen is taken early in the
menopause cycle
Confusion remains Even my
answer to you is negative and
posiuve at the Sa/I1C time What
is known 13 that HRT does not
provide the spectacular benefits
once thought possible, but it is
believed the nsk to a woman taking hormone therapy is quite low.
There arc a number of herbal
alternatives touted to help with
the symptoms of menopause. Red
clover, for example. contains a
plant estrogen known as coumestrol that presumably stimulates
the ovaries. However. there is no
scientific evidence tttat any herbal
supplement is effective. All studies have been small and relatively inconclusive, While I don't
believe this supplement will cause
any. harm, you will likely be better served by getting professional guida_nce.

DEAR ABBY: 1 have a
horrible secret. I have cheated on my husband with multiple strangers. i have tned to
tell him I have an addiction.
but he blows me off. W'hen I
first met him, I had been with
two people. Since our wedding, I have lost count.
I think about sex constantly and often arrange to meet
men anonymously many times
during the week. I have tried
to stop, but I just can't seem
to. Believe me, I have tried.
I have attempted to talk to
my husband about this so he
will listen -- but I'm afraid to
estimate how many times I
have cheated because I fear
he will leave me. Please help
CAN7 STOP DOWN
.11•1•Mi•I•i•dinal•M•
SOUTH
DEAR CAN'T STOP: At
this point the only Ming worse
than telling your husband what's
been going on would be not
By The Associated Press
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1 Habitual
5 Pol party
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